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INTRODUCTORY NOTE 

On March 19th, 2022, Timor-Leste people again exercise their right to vote as a matter of 

fact of participation to contribute to the nation building. This electoral act is a 

manifestation if the article 76 of the Constitution of the Democratic Republic of Timor-

Leste regarding on the presidential election for the outgoing president who have completed 

his mandate at the presidential office observing article 75 point 2 of the constitution.  

Based on the outcome of the 19th of March 2022 presidential election, there was no candidate 

who gained most votes stated in the Art. 76 point 2 of the constitution and hence the 

electoral authorities organized the second round of the for 19th April 2022.  

All the presidential candidates observed the legal terms during the competition for the 

office of President of the Republic 2022-2027 that held for first and second round on 19th 

March and 19th April 2022 respectively. In this concise report, we will demonstrate 

competition process of the candidates who run for presidential election and the activities 

of the Technical Secretariate for Electoral Administration (STAE) and of the National 

Electoral Commission (CNE) that administered and managed the whole electoral process.  

We are convinced that this report is simple a report representing some facts that the 

readers could gain a comprehensive understanding political and electoral process of the 

presidential election 2022.  

Thank you very much! 

 

  Dili, May 2022 
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PREFACE 

 

The Timorese people were conquered by the Catholic missionaries, neither by Portuguese 

military nor by any other forces. Ever since, the Catholic church has been liable for human 

development and progress of Timor-Leste as well as the progress and development of 

democracy. Therefore, the Timorese Episcopal Conference (CET), through the National 

Commission of Justice, Peace, and Integrity of Creation (JPIC-TL) by the program of 

Observatory of the Church for Social Affairs (OIPAS) periodically following up, monitoring, 

and observing series of elections conducted in Timor-Leste as a tangible contribution for 

the sake of the development of democracy and good governance.  

 As in the previous editions, this report is drafted intentionally to inform the public 

on how the presidential election 2022 taking place. That is why, the report presents relevant 

activities undertaken by OIPAS-JPIC during the period of election starting from the mass 

campaign, elections, and ballot clearance right from the municipal up to the national level 

as well.   

 Based on the observations during electoral period, OIPAS-JPIC presented some 

recommendations to the relevant entities specifically the legislative and electoral entities 

to better improve the forth coming elections in the future. OIPAS-JPIC has the conviction 

that a free, transparent, reliable, and fair election is a measure for a democratic country.  

OIPAS-JPIC sincerely recognized that this report is not a perfect one, however, it 

may contribute to the development of democracy in this loving country Timor-Leste. 

Lastly, but not the least, our sincere gratitude to all entities for their attention and 

consideration.  

Dili, May 2022 

 

 

Pe. Júlio Crispim Ximenes Belo 

Executive Director JPIC-TL 
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EXECUTIVE SUMMARY  

The 2022 presidential election was a significant democratic event for the Timorese people 

to casting their votes for their President for the stint of 2022-2027. This election was a 

regular process based on the article 75 point 2 and 3 of the constitution. 

The candidates of the presidential election composed of sixteen (16) candidates of whom 

they were: 1). Mrs. Isabel da Costa Ferreira, 2). Mr. Hermes da Rosa Correia Barros, 3). Mrs. 

Maria Angela Freitas da Silva, 4). Mr. Rogerio Lobato, 5). Mr. Anacleto Bento Ferreira, 6). 

Mr. Francisco Guterres Lu-Olo (outgoing president), 7). Mrs. Maria Helena Lopes de Jesus 

Pires, 8). Mr. Tito da Costa Crisóvão (Lere Anan Timur), 9). Mrs. Armanda Berta dos Santos, 

10). Mr. Anteiro Benedito da Silva, 11). Mr. Constãncio da Conceição Pinto (Terus), 12). Mr. 

Virgilio da Silva Guterres (Lamukan), 13). Mr. Martinho Germano da Silva Gusmão, 14). Mr. 

José Manuel Ramos Horta, 15). Mr. Felizberto Duarte de Araújo, and 16). Mr. Mariano 

Assanami Sabino Lopes. 

The first round March 19 election result showed that there was no presidential candidate 

who gained an absolute majority of votes and subsequently a second-round election must 

be scheduled a month later April 19, 2022, based on the constitution of the republic article 

76 point 3. In the meantime, Mr. José Manuel Ramos Horta with (drawing number 1) and 

Mr. Francisco Guterres Lu-Olo (drawing number 2) gained most votes respectively in the 

first-round election were the ones to compete in the second-round election. Finally, the 

candidate number 1 overwhelmingly gained the election with the number 398.028 votes in 

equivalence of 62.09% compared to candidate number 2 whose total votes was 242.939 in 

equivalence of 37.9%. Therefore, Mr. José Ramos Horta was elected to run for the office of 

the President of the republic.  

The political ambiance during the presidential election was taking place very peacefully 

from the beginning campaign to the end of the election even though some were insulting 

among the success team, but no serious incidents registered in type of physical conflicts. 

The   insults among the presidential candidates and success team with their adversaries 

impacted some disappointments for the people right at the national and international 

community alike that expressed by the observers such as European Union, CPLP, ANFREL 

and so on.  

The electoral management bodies like STAE and CNE undertook their administrative roles 

in managing the electoral process well. The process of updating the voters’ data was going 

on successfully where 859,613 voters registered for the first round meanwhile 859,925 voters 

(augmenting 312 voters) for the second round.  

Voting centers and polling station increased significantly for the electoral bodies 

specifically STAE establishing voting centers very close among the communities in the 
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observance of the health protocol for social distancing and thus avoiding the risk of 

propagation of the Covid 19. Comparing the previous election in 2018, there were 885 voting 

centers and now increasing to 1200 and 1160 polling stations in 2018 now becoming 1500.  

The electoral brigade and the polling staff undertook their task very professionally despite 

some breach of the existing regulations by the political adversaries. The CNE conducted 

debate for the presidential candidates on March 15 and April 13 for the two rounds 

respectively that enabled the candidates stating their mission and vision to the public. The 

CNE staff did monitoring activities rigorously well to guaranteeing the success of the 

electoral process.  

The supporters and followers of the presidential candidates performed their political 

maturity by keeping the whole process in peace and tranquility though there were few 

minor incidents caused during the electoral campaigns.  

The security and media personnel were also working very professionally in intervening the 

incidents during the electoral campaign. The deployment of the law enforcement officers 

with the support of the national armed forces F-FDTL was highly appreciated by the 

government and the people. The media crew made a professional and comprehensive news 

coverage even though some improvements necessary in the future.  

On the other hand, the Catholic church contribution through the teachings and sermons 

from the bishops and clergies were impactful among the people. The church through JPIC-

OIPAS conducted electoral monitoring and organized civic education for the voters for a 

free and fair election. 

Based on the monitoring activities that JPIC-OIPAS concludes that the successively March 

19 and April 19 elections was taking place very peaceful and successful. These two elections 

considered free, transparent, fair, and reliable observing the international standards of 

election. However, JPIC-OIPAS recommended some points for future improvements 

described within this report. 

These support activities were made possible and successful due to the maximum support 

from the American people through USAID intermediated by International Republican 

Institute (IRI) and from the Catholic Relief Services (CRS) in Timor-Leste.   
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INTRODUCTION 

Since the referendum in 1999, Timor-Leste had organized several elections starting from 

the presidential election and constituent assembly in 2001. The constituent assembly then 

evolved to be the so-called national parliament after the country restored its independence 

in 2002. As constitution of the Democratic Republic of Timor-Leste (RDTL) article 65 states 

that general elections will be periodically undertaken to elect the President of the Republic 

and members of parliament. Thus, Timor-Leste has held presidential and general elections 

in the years 2007, 2012, 2017 and 2018 early election consecutively. Timorese people who 

solely organized the 2017 general elections with full cooperation of the international 

agencies that worked within the electoral domain. To help contribute to the electoral 

process, OIPAS, as an independent national observer body overlooking the smooth-

running election in the country.  

Over the period of 14 years, the Timorese Episcopal Conference (CET) reflected and finally 

decided to integrate OIPAS as a program under the National Commission of Justice, Peace, 

and Integrity of Creation (JPIC). Therefore, OIPAS did not work independently under CET, 

however, it functions under JPIC. 

 

SHORT HISTORY OF JPIC-OIPAS 

The history told that Timor Leste was not conquered by the Portuguese army rather by the 

Catholic missionaries instead. That is why the Church has long been playing a pivotal role 

ever since the colonization of Portuguese, Indonesian invasion, and independence era up 

to date. It defended and protected the people’s right to justice, education, health, culture 

and so on. Besides having a mission in evangelization, the church contributed to integral 

development of the people as 97,2% of the people are Catholics according to the 2015 

statistics. 

In 2007, the Catholic church invited 15 NGOs on how to contribute to the presidential and 

parliamentary elections and finally established a coalition called Coalition of Monitoring 

for General Elections (KOMEG). Many national and international agents have been very 

helpful to the organization, like Mr. Luis Martinez-Betanzos, a representative from the 

European Union who guided us to bring the organization forward. 

From the experiences we gained as an organization, we acknowledge that each organization 

has its own interest that many times hindered the inter-organizational cooperation. That 

was the reason why we discussed with the bishop in 2008 to establish an independent 

organization of the Church. Based on the discussions and inputs, an idea came into effect 
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and finally Bishop Basilio of Baucau Diocese designated OIPAS.  Though it is a Catholic 

organization, under the authority of Timorese Episcopal Conference (CET), but it is 

inclusive to other religions (Protestants and Muslims) that exist in the country to be the 

members of the organization as secretary, coordinators, and observers. On the other hand, 

we recruited the staff men and women equally though in some places either men or women 

are high. OIPAS started its effect in 2008 and initiated civic education concerning to right 

and obligations of citizens, human rights and constitutions and laws in Timor Leste. OIPAS 

then integrated to the National Commission of Justice, Peace, and Integrity of Creation in 

2020.  

 

JPIC-OIPAS AND ELECTIONS IN TIMOR LESTE 

OIPAS is an autonomous organization inspired by KOMEG that participated in the 

electoral monitoring since 2009 in which the election for local leaders held. In this election 

OIPAS deployed 1,207 observers, 13 district coordinators, 13 assistant coordinators, and 65 

subdistrict coordinators. 

In 2012, OIPAS again observed the elections this time deploying 1,700 STOs and 100 LTOs, 

which composed of 13 district coordinators and 13 assistant coordinators, 65 subdistrict 

coordinators, and nine members of the secretariat. 

In the presidential election of 2017, OIPAS mobilized 200 STOs, 65 subdistrict coordinators, 

three coordinators and three coordinators in each of the three dioceses with 6 assistant 

coordinator, and nine members of the secretariat.  In the parliamentary election, 837 were 

deployed. 

In 2018 early election, OIPAS deployed 868 short term observers and 65 long term observers 

each for 65 administrative posts. There are 8 personnel at the secretariate 3 coordinators 

for three dioceses along with 6 assistants each.    

In 2022 presidential election, JPIC-OIPAS had 25 long term observers, 375 short term 

observers, 7 personnel of the secretariate including program coordinator. The 25 long term 

observers composed of 3 observers of each diocese with 6 assistants each 2 for every diocese, 

12 municipal coordinators. Meanwhile there were 4 coordinators for administrative posts 

in the capital of Dili.  

To help the recruitment process of the observers and the procurement of the equipment 

including uniforms for the observers, JPIC-OIPAS nominated 49 focal points covering 

administrative post outside Dili but not those in the municipality capital.  
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BACKGROUND OF PRESIDENTIAL ELECTION 2022 

Since the general election 2017 and early election 2018 process was independently 

administered, organized, and managed by the Timorese people. However, the electoral 

bodies specifically STAE got maximum support from the international agencies in close 

cooperation with UNDP, IFES, IRI etc.  

CNE that was responsible in the regulating the elections five years ago, becoming 

supervisor for the electoral acts manifested by STAE. The regulatory functions of the CNE 

have been subordinated under the Council of Ministers. That is why it is undoubtedly 

stated that the electoral managing body that was mixed has now become a governmental 

electoral body.  

STAE itself experienced barriers in their functions in 2018 early election due to the electoral 

law regarding early election was not decreed at the stipulated time. This was because of 

many challenges met by the council of Ministers in presenting the law decree to the 

national parliament for discussion and approval. Thus, it brought negative impact on the 

works of STAE as well as the observers. The clear indicator was that electoral operational 

activities calendar was issued ahead of the approval and promulgation of the electoral law.  

Regarding the 2022 presidential election, the decree of the president of the republic 

announced in January 2022 was considered late and impacted on the preparation of the 

electoral process and the roles of observers and their mission.   

ROLE OF THE CHURCH 

As stated in the preamble of the constitution of the Democratic Republic of Timor-Leste 

that “In its cultural and humane perspective, the Catholic Church in East Timor has always 

been able to take on the suffering of all the People with dignity, placing itself on their side 

in the defense of their most fundamental rights”. The church has been playing a pivotal 

role and has great influence in various social and cultural development and nation building.  

She helps in socializing civic education to every citizen through JPIC-OIPAS hoping that a 

good citizen striving for truth and justice and respecting the dignity and right of every 

human being. 

As a representative organization of the church, OIPAS will continually raise awareness to 

internalize a sense of the rule of law by appealing and monitoring electoral processes to be 

a free, reliable, transparent, and fair election with an international standard. 
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JPIC-OIPAS LOCAL AND INTERNATIONAL PARTNERS IN THE 

ELECTION NETWORK SERVICES  

During the period of running the function as an observer for 2017 and 2018 elections, OIPAS 

had cooperation with various partners either national or international agencies. The 

national partners were STAE, CNE, Belun, RHTO, etc. whereas, the international partners 

were NDI, IRI, IFES, UNDP, etc.  

OIPAS also partnered with media such as Radio and Television of Timor-Leste (RTTL Ep) 

Suara Timor-Loro Sa’e and Timor-Post newspapers, Radio Timor Kmanek (RTK), National 

Media Group Television (GMN-TV) etc.  

GENERAL INFORMATION ON FUNDING  

In electoral monitoring process, OIPAS first received a financial support from the Timorese 

Episcopal Conference (CET). Whereas, for mobilizing and monitoring the 2018 early 

elections, OIPAS received the financial support from the American people (USAID) 

through the International Republican Institute (IRI). 

Based on the OIPAS’ proposal, the IRI as a unique partner that provided financial support 

with the budget total amount of seventy-seven thousand dollars (US$77,000) covering all 

the electoral activities. This fund was targeted to be executed for a period of four months 

starting from February 1 to May 31, 2022. An amount of five thousand ($5,000) was donated 

by CRS. Therefore, the total fund that spent by JPIC-OIPAS was eighty-two thousand 

dollars (US$ 82,000).  

 

JPIC-OIPAS ROLE AND COVERAGE IN PRESIDENTIAL ELECTION  

JPIC-OIPAS has the role to provide vehicles for citizens, particularly the youth, to 

participate in activities promoting and strengthening democracy, like nonpartisan 

observation of the elections.  By observing the campaign and the voting it hopes to enhance 

the credibility of elections, promote acceptance of the results, and support the peaceful 

transition of the government.  

Since 2007, the Catholic church of Timor-Leste has been involved by organizing KOMEG 

for the parliamentary and presidential elections in 2007, and OIPAS for the village leaders’ 

elections in 2009 and the presidential and parliamentary elections in 2012, 2017 and 2018. 
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Since 2007, the Catholic church of Timor-Leste has been involved by organizing KOMEG 

for the parliamentary and presidential elections in 2007, and OIPAS for the village leaders’ 

elections in 2009 and the presidential and parliamentary elections in 2012, 2017 and 2018. 

In 2017, OIPAS mobilized campaign observers (also referred to as coordinators) in each of 

the 65 administrative posts; and together with 200 more observers, they were deployed to 

various voting centers to monitor the presidential polling on March 20.  The number of 

election day observers was increased to over 800 for the parliamentary poll on July 22 

whereas in 2018 early election, JPIC-OIPAS organized more than 400 long term observers 

deployed for the first-round election on March 19 and second round on April 19, 2022. JPIC-

OIPAS’ operations were coordinated from Dili by a program coordinator, supported by a 

six-member at the national secretariat. Supervision of the coordinators and observers were 

delegated to three-member teams, one for each of the dioceses of Baucau, Dili and Maliana. 

In all these elections including 2022 presidential elections, JPIC-OIPAS received credentials 

from STAE for its observers to be inside the polling station to observe the voting and 

counting of votes. 

In compliance with STAE regulations, OIPAS submitted names, photos, dates of birth and 

photocopies of electoral cards of each observer. The cards were then issued by the Public 

Information and External Relations unit of the STAE. 

OIPAS had several occasions to speak regarding elections before the media and guest in TV 

and radio program during the electoral period. 

ELECTION FIGURES OF 2018 AND 2022 IN TIMOR-LESTE  

Municipiu / 
Postu 

Diaspora / 
Municipality 
/ Overseas 

post 

Postu 
Adminis
trativu / 
Adminis

tative 
Posts 

Suco / 
Village 

Eleisaun presidensial 2017 / 2017 
Predidential election 

Suco / 
Village 

Eleisaun presidensial 2022 / 2022 
Presidential election 

Votantes 
/ Voters 

Sentrus 
votasaun 
/ Voting 
center 

Estasaun 
votasaun 
/ Polling 
station 

Votantes / 
Voters 

Sentrus 
votasau

n / 
Voting 
center 

Estasaun 
votasaun 
/ Polling 
station 

Grand total 65 
442 

743,150 696 947 452 

859,613 (I) 

859,925 (II) 1,200 1,500 

Sub-total 65 442 741,757 693 944 452 852,500 1,191 1,491 

Aileu 4 31 29,372 47 49 33 33,603 73 80 

Ainaro 4 21 39,941 38 55 21 45,833 70 88 

Baucau 6 59 85,371 78 102 59 96,207 125 150 

Bobonaro 6 50 63,134 71 89 50 70,283 130 150 
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Covalima 7 30 41,657 46 56 30 47,807 80 92 

Dili 6 31 155,395 65 147 36 190,710 130 237 

Ermera 5 52 74,639 67 94 52 82,714 115 135 

Lautem 5 34 43,408 50 59 34 48,012 80 91 

Liquiça 3 23 44,557 44 52 23 50,987 72 80 

Manatuto 6 29 31,150 50 52 31 35,603 70 78 

Manufahi 4 29 35,001 50 67 29 40,825 94 112 

Oecusse 4 18 45,423 33 56 18 51,495 60 88 

Viqueque 5 35 52,709 54 66 36 58,421 92 110 

Sub-total     1,393 3 3  7,113 9 9 

Australia 

(Darwin, 

Sydney)              886  2 2 

 

         1,487  3 3 

Coreia do 

Sul        

 

1,277 1 1 

Portugal 

(Lisboa)     507 1 1 

 

856 2 2 

Inglaterra*)                 2,203  2 2 

Irlanda do 

Norte*)      

 

1,290 1 1 

*) In 2018 election, the votes in England and Northern Ireland were counted cumulatively 

as United Kingdom.  

 

NATIONAL AND INTERNATIONAL OBSERVERS IN PRESIDENTIAL 

ELECTION 2022  

NATIONAL OBSERVERS/MONITORS 

No  National Observers Organization Name 
Total 

Personnel 
F M 

% 
Female 

1 Fundasaun Mahein 19 6 13 32% 

2 INDICA IP 14 8 6 57% 

3 OIPAS 422 143 279 34% 

4 RHTO 151 56 95 37% 
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5 UNDIL 5 0 5 0% 

6 PATRIA 2 2 0 100% 

7 AEPTL 21 10 11 48% 

8 SAZENA 6 1 5 17% 

9 CDITL 9 8 1 89% 

10 NGO Lao Hamutuk 8 4 4 50% 

11 AFJTL 13 13 0 100% 

12 RENETIL 14 5 9 36% 

13 JSMP 4 1 3 25% 

14 Timor Aid 2 2 0 100% 

15 NGO Belun 17 5 12 29% 

16 CNJTL 39 12 27 31% 

17 PDHJ 47 12 35 26% 

18 UNTL 5 1 5 20% 

Total 798 289 510 36% 

 

INTERNATIONAL OBSERVERS AND LOCAL STAFFS 

No 

International 
Observers 

Organization 
name 

Total 
Personn

el 
F M % Female Local Staff 

Total 
Personn

el 
F M % Female 

1 
European 

Union 
54 18 36 33% 

European 
Union 

67 17 50 25% 

2 Anfrel  5 2 3 40% Anfrel  6 2 4 33% 

3 G7+ 4 0 4 0% G7+ 8 5 3 63% 

4 
New Zealand 

Embassy 
7 2 5 29% 

New 
Zealand 
Embassy 

5 2 3 40% 

5 
Australia 
Embassy 

18 9 9 50% 
Australia 
Embassy 

23 9 14 39% 

6 
International 
Republican 

Institute 
1 1 0 100% 

International 
Republican 

Institute 
4 2 2 50% 

7 KBRI 1 1 0 100% KBRI 2 1 1 50% 
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8 
America 
Embassy 

12 4 8 33% 
America 
Embassy 

38 11 27 29% 

9 UNDP 7 4 3 57% UNDP 1 0 1 0% 

10 Japan Embassy 4 1 3 25% 
Japan 

Embassy 
5 1 4 20% 

11 
Brunei 

Embassy 
1 0 1 0% 

Victoria 
University 

7 1 6 14% 

12 
Search 

Foundation 
3 1 2 33% CPLP 8 1 7 13% 

13 
Victoria 

University 
5 3 2 60%   174 52 122 30% 

14 CPLP 18 5 13 28%      

15 
British (UK 

Embassy 
Jakarta) 

1 1 0 100%      

16 
Asia 

Democracy 
Network 

1 0 1 0%      

17 
Cambodia 
Embassy 

1 0 1 0%      

Total  143 52 91 36%      

 

JPIC-OIPAS ORGANIC STRUCTURES 
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CET, JPIC-OIPAS by numbers (Numeru sira husi CET, OIPAS-JPIC) 

Total 420 

The coordinating teams at the diocese level including assistants of each diocese 

(Baucau, Dili and Maliana)  
9 

Long Term Observers (coordinators at administrative posts) in frech parliamentary 

elections (February 1 until May 31, 2022)  
16 

Short Tern Observers during the voting day in the presidential election March 19 375 

CET (Bispos) 

Presidente 

Executivo JPIC 

Coordenador 

Programa OIPAS 

Command Center 

OIPAS, loron eleisaun 

Secretariado 

Nacional OIPAS 

Coordenador 

Arche-Diocese Dili 

Coordenador 

Diocese Baucau 

Coordenador 

Diocese Maliana 

Ass. Coord. Arche-

Diocese Dili (2) 

Ass. Coord. 

Diocese Baucau 

(2) 

Ass. Coord. 

Diocese Maliana 

(2) 

Coordenador 

Municipio (6) 

Coordenador 

Municipio (4) 

Coordenador 

Municipio (3) 

Ponto Vogal Posto 

Administrativo 

(18) 

Ponto Vogal Posto 

Administrativo 

(18) 

Ponto Vogal Posto 

Administrativo 

(13) 

Observador 

Centro Votasaun 

(162) 

Observador 

Centro Votasaun 

(128) 

Observador 

Centro Votasaun 

(85) 
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and April 19, 2022.  

Short Term Observers (volunteers in Becora and Liquiça)  7 

Volunteers at command center during the voting day at fresh parliamentary 

elections  
6 

National secretariat team members  7 

 

Gender representation / 

Representasaun jeneru 

Eleisaun 2017 Eleisaun 2022 

Feto 

(Female) 
Total 

Feto 

(Female) 
Total 

Total 324 972 33% 135 420 32% 

Secretariat / Sekretariadu 5 9 56% 3 7 42,85% 

Coordinators / Koordinadores 10 74 14% 3 25 12% 

Observers / Observadores 275 837 33% 126 382 33% 

Call Center volunteers / 

Voluntarius Call Center 
34 52 65% 3 6 50% 

 

 

JPIC-OIPAS OBSERVERS IN PRESIDENTIAL ELECTION 2022  

Reflecting on the national 

observers as mentioned in 

previous paragraph, the JPIC-

OIPAS observers occupied 

52.88% out of 798. The 

deployment of short-term 

observers during the 

presidential election can be 

seen in this figure.  

 

 

POLITICAL AND ELECTORAL ATMOSPHERE  

The presidential election 2022 was an ordinary one based on the articles 65 and 76 of the 

constitution of RDTL, electoral law for the president of the republic, no. 7/2006, 28th 

December has been altered for six times in no. 5/2007 on March 28; no. 8/2011 on June 22nd; 

no. 2/2012 on January 13th; no. 7/2012 on March 1st; no. 4/2017 on February 23rd and no.15/2021 

on June 14th consecutively.   
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The electoral management bodies like STAE and CNE were capable in managing 2022 

presidential elections. STAE was supported by some international agencies like UNDP, 

IFES, IRI and so on with outstanding cooperation. 

Although CNE had been acting as main regulator in the last five-year period, it undertook 

responsibilities only as supervisor for STAE.  The regulator job of CNE was ceded to the 

Ministry of State Administration under the council of ministries. Therefore, the electoral 

management body that was previously denominated with mixed category now turns into a 

governmental electoral management type. 

The candidates of the presidential election 2022 composed of sixteen candidates of whom 

four (4) ladies representing 25% and twelve (12) gentlemen in equivalence of 75%. There 

were 25% independent candidates while 75% was nominated by the political parties. The 

candidates from the political parties were Mrs. Armanda Berta dos Santos (KHUNTO), Mr. 

José Manuel Ramos Horta (CNRT), Mr. Mariano Assanami Sabino Lopes (PD) and Mr. 

Francisco Guterres Lu-Olo (FRETILIN, though initially declared as an independent).  

In the second round, candidate Mr. Francisco Guterres Lu-Olo apart from the support of 

FRETILIN, he was also supported by other political parties like KHUNTO, PLP and Os 

Verdes. Meanwhile, candidate Mr. José Manuel Ramos Horta was supported by PD and 

PATIFOR (in transition period to be political party). 

On the day the president of the republic officially announced the election calendar, the 

candidates started looking for supporters for elections with fully observing the 

requirements set by CNE. No prejudice occurred among the voters aside of rumors and 

propanda spread by the supporters on the social media. 

The Catholic Church through civic education program by JPIC commission conducted 

several meetings for raising awareness of the citizens to vote freely according to their inner 

conviction.  

The community members as well as observers expressed their ideas of the historical leaders 

left negative impressions through insults and spoiling messages to their adversaries during 

the political campaigns. However, JPIC-OIPAS had different angle that this kind of attitude 

was considered a political pedagogy needed to be transmitted to the people of Timor-Leste 

and the international community. 

Despite of the insults on the adversaries, these leaders continued to advise their supporters 

like these words: “go home peacefully without responding to various incitements and 

performing your comprehension from conflicts that the elections will be passing by while we 

remain always”.   
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These kinds of attitudes would instill the people and the generations of new leaders from 

all parties that there might be harsh language in democratic process while physical 

aggression and conflicts must be avoided. 

 

ELECTORAL CAMPAIGN 

The presidential electoral campaign of the first round was held from 2nd to 16th March, 2022 

whereas the political campaign for the second round started from 2nd to 16th April, 2022 

based on the article 4 point 1 of the government decree  no 5/2017, 27th February that 

regulate the electoral campaign and propaganda has been altered electoral law for the 

president of the republic, no. 7/2006, 28th December has been altered for six times in no. 

5/2007 on March 28; no. 8/2011 on June 22nd; no. 2/2012 on January 13th; no. 7/2012 on March 

1st; no. 4/2017 on February 23rd and no.15/2021 on July 14th consecutively.  

The presidential candidate held campaigns according to the calendar submitted and 

approved by CNE after some adjustments. In accordance with the approved calendar for 

the first found from CNE, each candidate would hold campaign activity as shown in the 

following table: 

No. President Candidate 2022-2027 Total Campaign 

1. Isabel da Costa Ferreira 39 

2. Hermes da Rosa Correia Barros 14 

3. Maria Ângela Freitas Silva 15 

4. Rogério Tiago Lobato 9 

5. Anacleto Bento Ferreira 14 

6. Francisco Guterres  Lu-Olo 14 

7. Maria Helena Lopes de Jesus Pires  14 

8. Tito da Costa Cristovão (Lere Anan Timor) 15 

9. Armanda Berta dos Santos 14 

10. Antero Benedito da Silva 14 

11. Costâncio da Conceição Pinto 15 

12. Virgílio da Silva Guterres “LAMUKAN” 14 

13. Martinho Germano da Silva Gusmão 11 
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14. José Manuel Ramos Horta 16 

15. Felizbeto Araújo Duarte  13 

16 Mariano Assanami Sabino Lopes 16 

Total Campaign 247 

 

Based on the calendar, candidate Mrs. Isabel da Costa Ferreira had more plan (39) and 

candidate Mr. Rogério Tiago Lobato had less plan (9).  

Observation and Coverage on the Campaign 

From the approved calendar by CNE, JPIC-OIPAS observers completed 100 data collection 

by filling up the forms. The report showed that the candidate number (6) Mr. Francisco 

Guterres Lu-Olo held most campaign events of 18.3% followed by candidate Mr. José 

Manuel Ramos Horta (17.4%), Mrs. Armanda Berta dos Santos (13.8%), Mr. Mariano 

Assanami Sabino (11%), Mr. Tito da Costa Cristovão (Lere Anan Timur) and Mrs. Isabel da 

Costa Ferreira (9.2%), Mr. Martinho da Silva Gusmão (6.4%), Mrs. Maria Helena Lopes de 

Jesus Pires (5.5%), Mr. Anacleto Bento Ferreira (2.8%), Mr. Felizberto de Araúj0 Duarte 

(1.8%), and the rest five candidates with 0.9%. The observers could not collect information 

of the candidate 11 Mr. Constâncio da Conceição Pinto. The percentage of the campaign is 

shown in the graph below: 

 

Besides of the frequency of the campaign mentioned before, the JPIC-OIPAS observers 

classified and identified the type of campaign as rally with 79.8%, door to door campaign 

8.3%, dialogues 1.8%, and others with 10.1% as shown in the graph below: 
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In the round one campaign the JPIC-OIPAS observers identified that 77.1% of the 

campaigns contained the vision of the candidates on developlements, while 70.6% 

demonstrating their work plan to the voters whereas 68.8% projected national interests, 

53.2% telling history of struggle in the past, 25.7% containing insults and 22% containing 

aggravation messages. This data was described in the graph below: 

 

The JPIC-OIPAS observers considered that the quality of campaign, the new generations’ 

candidates revealed outstanding characters and thus brought good preference for the future. 

Consequently, the campaign that contained educative messages reached 86.2%, meanwhile 

33.9% expressing political immaturity and the objective of mass gathering was 22%. It can be 

shown in the graph bellow: 
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In the second-round election campaign, the two candidates their approved calendar by 

CNE as shown below: 

No. President Candidate name, 2022-2027 Total Campaign 

1. José Manuel Ramos Horta 12 

2. Francisco Guterres  Lu-Olo 14 

Total Campaign 26 

 

During round two campaigns, the JPIC-OIAPS observers collected the data of 76 campaigns 

of which candidate no 2 Mr. Francisco Guterres Lu-Olo conducted 60.5% of the campaigns 

whereas candidate Mr. José Manuel Ramos Horta held 40.8% of the campaign. 

 

Based on the type of campaign held by the two candidates that the open campaign or rally 

was 31.6%, door to door campaign was 13.2%, dialogue was 7.9% and other type was 47.4%, 

as shown in the graph below:  
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The quality of campaign of the two candidates at round two showed that insults and harsh 

language increased to 35.5% from 25.7% at round one and aggravation messages reduced 

to 15.8% from 22% in the previous round. 

 

 

There was somewhat a slight difference of quality of the campaign with the previous round 

campaign as in the graph below:  
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There was no significant difference of the quality and character of campaign between 

rounds one and two as shown below:  

No Description  Round I Round II 

A Quality of Campaign   

1 Expressing vision on the development  77.1% 61.8% 

2 Work program 70.6% 75% 

3 Telling of history in the past 53.2% 60.5% 

4 Insults  25.7% 35.5% 

5 Provocations  22% 15.8% 

6 Reflecting national interest 68.8% 56.6% 

B Character of Campaign   

1 Gathering of mass (entertainments, telling of 

history) 

22% 17.3% 

2 Educative (Vision, program, and national interest)  86.2% 81.3% 

3 Political immaturity (insults, defamations and 

demeaning political adversaries)  

33.9% 29.3% 
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SOME HIGHLIGHTS AND IMPORTANT MESSAGES DURING PRESIDENTIAL 

CAMPAIGNS  

Based on the data collection of 109 conducted be the JPIC-OIPAS observers that there was 

common objective that all the candidates focused on i.e., peace and stability and 

strengthening the rule of law. This was revealed during through the messages of the 

candidates to their supporters specifically of the big political parties with huge militants 

and followers. Some positive messages, for instance, “let’s go home peacefully and avoiding 

aggravations of any type…if I were elected as president, I would abide by the constitution and 

leading the nation accordingly”. The details of the messages of the presidential candidates 

can be described in the table below:   

 

Candidate Messages and commitments during the campaign 

[1] Isabel da Costa Ferreira  The candidate was committed that she would eradicate 

the people from poverty, marginalization bringing 

children and voiceless youth closer the civil society 

organizations. when she was elected president.  

 Urging the militants and followers to cast their votes 

thoroughly on the day of election 13 March 2022.  

 Committed to manifest love and charity to the people 

for prosperity, peace, and stability by being the servant 

among and for the people.  

 Demonstrating my capabilities in leading the country.  

 Having a dream that with one idea and action to 

transform the life of the people from poverty and 

suffering by means of the mental revolution, new 

paradigm shift of the character by being resilient and 

heroic citizens struggling for better life.  

 There is only one Timor-Leste and hence telling of the 

history must be avoided in bringing forward the nation.  

[2] Hermens da Rosa 

Correia Barros 

Aiming to improve the government system and hence to 

better control the ministers.  

[3] Maria Angela Freitas da 

Silva 

If elected to the president of the republic, the candidate 

would:  

 Defending the constitution of the RDTL that was 

already violated  
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 Defending the right of women and their roles in the 

development of the nation.  

[4] Rogerio Tiago de 

Fatima Lobato 

Respect one another to avoid disaster and crises for the 

country.  

[6] Francisco Guterres Lu-

Olo 

 

If reelected to the office of the president of the republic, the 

candidate would: 

 Lead the country by abiding and upholding the 

constitution of the RDTL  

 Prioritizing education and supporting the parliament 

and government programs.  

 A president for all people  

 Leading by the rule of law  

 Strengthening national unity and promoting dialogue 

among the sovereign bodies in tackling the social issues 

of the nation.  

 Organizing dialogue with founding fathers of the 

nation.  

 

Points from the success team of the candidate: 

 Reelect the current president to restore the 

constitution of the RDTL.  

 Lu-Olo learnt and referred to the history in the past 

that enable him to develop the nation.  

 The success team appealed the militants of Fretilin 

party to vote for Mr. Guterres Lu-Olo.  

 Urging the militants to avoid aggravations from other 

parties.  

 Recommending to the comrades to vote for Fretilin on 

19th March 2022.  

 Let’s join hand with the candidate to eradicate 

corruption in Timor-Leste. Each person must bring 

three people for the final campaign in Tasitolu to 

support the candidate gaining at the first round. 
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  Beseeching all the people to vote for candidate no. 6 

for a second term to improve the programs that has not 

been fulfilled. 

 Respecting the right of the people by combating 

corruption  

 Call for the militants to avoid conflict with adversaries 

and bribery of any political parties.  

[7] Maria Helena Lopes de 

Jesus Pires 

 

 Prioritizing the education as key of development. The 

head of state must not remain in the office but going to 

remote places for listening to the people in suffering 

and poverty.  

 As a Timorese citizen and a woman, I am capable of 

being a candidate to run for the office of the president 

of the republic. 

 Recommending to all the voters to carefully cast their 

votes based on the program of the candidates. 

 Improving the education and economic sector.  

 The success team appeal to the people to vote for Mrs. 

Maria Helena as an emerging leader with new political 

vision for the wellbeing of the people of Timor-Leste 

[8] Tito da Costa Cristovao 

(Lere Anan Timur) 

 

This candidate coming to the stage with the motto “Make 

a Difference” had several messages below: 

 Appeal to the supporters to reach to the administrative 

posts and villages and encourage them to share 

information to vote for Lere with no 8.  

 At the closing of the campaign, the candidate yelled to 

other political parties like: “long life FRETILIN, CNRT, 

PLP, KHUNTO and PD. 

 The candidate affirming that the role of the president 

of the republic is to observe the constitution faithfully 

apart from all other interest. 

 Promoting dialogue with all the leaders on how to look 

forward to developing the nation from all adversities. 

 Prioritizing and strengthening the national unity and 

reconciliation among the people from all diversity.  
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 Stating that Fretilin belongs to everyone and not 

property of certain people. That is why, the candidate 

request to all people to vote for him in developing the 

nation. 

 Overcoming the political deadlock, recruiting Timorese 

advisors rather than foreigners and combating 

corruption.  

 Inviting all the leaders for dialogue to solve the martial 

arts issues, youth groups and ritual arts. 

 Encouraging the militants and supporter to go home in 

peace and avoiding aggravations of other candidates. 

 Appeal to the supporters to upholding the suffering and 

death of the heroes and veterans and strengthening 

reconciliation with neighboring countries.  

 

[9] Armanda Berta dos 

Santos 

 

 Had the commitment to lead the country in 

accordance of the constitution of RDTL if elected as 

president apart from personal and political interest. 

 Promising creating industry in Oecusse to tackle 

unemployment of the residents. 

 Encouraging the supporters specifically people with 

special need to vote for no. 9, Armanda Berta dos 

Santos. 

 

 Becoming eye and star for the people and 

strengthen cooperation in defense area to 

safeguarding our resources in sea.  

 Improving the F-FDTL and PNTL to become more 

professional  

 To resign as the president of KHUNTO party if she 

would be elected as president of the republic. 

 Strengthening the rule of law, unity, progress of the 

development.  

 Every pregnant mother would have access to the $20 

subsidy every month 

 Strengthening good relationship with foreign 

countries specifically the close neighbors 
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 Promoting unity among martial and ritual arts 

groups, respecting the rights of women and girls. 

 Prioritizing internal programs and promoting 

dialogue among all the leaders to guarantee the 

sustainability of the economy 

 Strengthening the sovereignty of the state, 

promoting Timorese cultural identity, rule of law 

and promoting equality, justice and functioning of 

the sovereign bodies and hence maintaining peace 

and stability.  

[10] Anteiro Benedito da 

Silva 

 

Guarantee national independence and maintaining socio-

cultural dimension; establishing pre-schools in the 

territory and influencing the government to increase the 

minimum salary to $300 per month.  

[12] Virgilio da Silva 

Guterres (Lamukan) 

 

 Appeal to all people to quit the political vengeance 

aside of political adversities.  

 Though children have not the right to vote but they 

have the right to live from malnourishment and hunger. 

They must eat and drink well, access to health and 

education as of the children of the elite. 

 Youth have the occasion to express their creativity. 

That is why the candidate encouraged the government 

to elevate the secretariate of youth and sports to the 

level of ministry to have adequate budget allocation to 

improve the development of youth.  

[13] Martinho Germano da 

Silva Gusmao 

 

 The candidate would guarantee peace and 

tranquility to all the citizens.  

 Improving the quality of education 

 Promoting wellbeing of the people through 

accessibility of electricity and agriculture in the 

territory 

 Appeal specifically to all teachers in Viqueque to 

vote for the candidate for a revolution of education 

 Appeal to all supporters to promote peace and 

stability apart from insults the political rivalries 
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 Promised to establish a major seminary in Oecusse 

if elected to the president 

 Reviving justice for the unemployment and the 

culture of peace  

 Appeal to all the people to vote for candidate no. 13 

for a better life as he said: “from the people, with the 

people among the people” 

 

[14] Jose Manuel Ramos 

Horta 

 

 Respect and listen to all the people, promoting 

dialogue among the political parties that have seats 

in the parliament; restore the legitimacy of the 

constitution of the democratic republic of Timor-

Leste 

 Dissolving the parliament to guarantee a legitimate 

structure of the parliament 

 Appeal to all militants and supporters to keep peace 

and stability after the campaign, avoiding insults of 

adversaries and intimidation 

 Start consultation with commission of all political 

parties in the parliament and the government for 

the common good of the people in five years to 

come. 

 Encouraging to all people to vote for candidate no. 

14 on 19th March election 

 Addressing the issue of peace, justice, development, 

Covid-19 and Haksolok ship 

 Would help strengthening cooperation and 

international relations, promoting justice for 2006 

crises. This case was initially raised by Fretilin to 

bring the authors to justice and searching for the 

cause of 600 army expulsion where regional 

discrimination that divided the people and insisting 

the cause of Alfredo Reinaldo’s death. 

 Promoting peace and justice when elected as 

president 

 Upholding the trust of the people 
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  The long political deadlock was started in the 

presidential palace where the president did not 

install 9 government members; thus, the 

constitution legitimacy must be restored 

 Appeal to all the people of any political background 

to vote for a capable candidate who are upholding 

the national interest apart from money power; every 

citizen must promote peace and avoid conflicts 

 Appeal to all people to avoid unnecessary pledge 

that is against democracy; the oath must be done in 

the church and traditional houses 

  Appeal to all militants and supporters to vote for 

capable candidate Dr. José Manuel Ramos Horta on 

19th March 2022 

 

[15] Felizberto Araujo 

Duarte 

 

Investing more attention on education as a key to 

development if elected as president of the republic. 

 

[16] Mariano Assanami 

Sabino Lopes 

 

 Restoring the legitimacy of the constitution that was 

breached by the president of the republic 

 Increasing the salary of the teachers and health 

personnel 

 Appeal to all people to vote for Assanami, a young 

generation to lead the country 

 Do not respond to harsh words and insults from 

adversaries. Vote the candidate according to your 

conscience 

 Maubere people must promote and strengthen 

fraternity and solidarity and unity to serve the 

people and nation before the world. 

 Prioritizing health, education, F-FDTL, PNTL, 

cooperative groups, agricultural production and 

appealing the banks to offer credits, employment of 

youth, infrastructures, increasing salary of public 

servants and strengthening the relations with the 

catholic church. 
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 Maubere people must demonstrate our morality 

and collaboration in serving the people and nation; 

the candidate will be a servant of the people and 

nation if elected to the office of president.  

 Upholding the heroes who struggled and died for 

independence and the living ones among the new 

generations. They deserved our respect. 

 Appeal to all people to vote for Assanami; young 

generation to be a leader of the nation. 

 

 

THE COVERAGE OF CAMPAIGN OF SECOND ROUND 

In the second-round campaign, the JPIC-OIPAS observers collected 76 data and identifying 

that the two-candidate including their success team maintain peace and stability apart 

from vision and program at the first round. It can be described in the following table: 

 

Candidate Message 

Jose Manuel Ramos Horta  Respect and listen to all the people, promoting 

dialogue among the political parties that have seats in 

the parliament; restore the legitimacy of the 

constitution of the democratic republic of Timor-

Leste 

 Promoting dialogue with martial arts groups for peace 

and development  

 Appeal to all young people to avoid conflicts and 

voting for candidate José Ramos Horta 

 Appeal to men and women and elderly people to vote 

for the right person for the president of the republic to 

end suffering during the political impasse. 

 Aim to dissolve national parliament and prime 

minister of the eight government 

 Appeal to all militants and supporters to continue 

promoting peace during and after campaign 

 Increasing the economic growth 
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Candidate Message 

 Would restore Timor-Leste reputation and fame 

before the international community 

 The candidate is committed to develop important 

sectors of tourism, agriculture, and livestock in three 

important municipalities like Baucau, Lautem and 

Viqueque. 

 Accessibility to electricity and roads in all rural areas 

  Appeal all people by door-to-door campaign by 

success team to encourage the community members 

to cast their vote freely on the election day. 

 Strengthening the four pillars of the sovereign body of 

the country, bilateral relations with other nations and 

restoring the legitimacy of the constitution. 

 Promise to the population in Soibada administrative 

post to promote and establish the religious tourism 

and horticulture. 

 Appeal to militants, supporters and all the people to 

vote for the candidate on 19th April 2022. 

Francisco Guterres Lú-Olo  Encourage to the people to vote for the candidate who has 

good programs 

 Appeal to all the militants and supporters to promote 

peace and stability with adversaries. 

 Promise to subsidize every household with the amount of 

$200 

 A president who would be closer to the people 

 Upholding the constitution above all 

 Reactivating martial arts groups for promoting peace and 

stability among youth. 

 Appeal specifically to the people of Baucau to vote for Mr. 

Francisco Guterres Lu-Olo 

 Vote for candidate no. 2 who would build houses for the 

needy and increase the subsidy for war veterans. 

 Request to administrative post and village coordinators to 

be responsible for the militants of Fretilin in promoting 

peace and stability.  
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Candidate Message 

 Reducing the unemployment rates 

 Subsidy for children after kindergarten, pregnant mothers 

and scholarship for students and establishing a state 

secretariate for the Timorese workers abroad like in 

England, Ireland. 

 Promising to build roads from Gleno to Letefoho and 

Hatubuiliku and proper housing program for the people 

 Increase the salary of village and sub-village chiefs; 

providing laptops and printers for the village. 

 The candidate has good knowledge of the constitution of 

the republic 

 Appeal to all Fretilin militants to persuade the people 

from other parties to vote for Mr. Francisco Guterres Lu-

Olo 

 Request the militants to capture and hand over the 

adversaries who played money power to the police officers 

 Vote for Lu-Olo means to guarantee the life of the 

government led by Taur Matan Ruak 

 To increase the salary of $250 for village chiefs, $150 for 

sub-village chiefs and subsidy of $200 for every household 

 The success team from PLP party encourage parents and 

community members to vote for no.2 

 Appeal to Fretilin militant to keep maintain peace and 

stability to guarantee a peaceful election on  

 19th April 2022. Request to Fatudere militants to search for 

mass support at villages and sub-villages to guarantee the 

victory for candidate Lu-Olo. 

 Vote for candidate no. 2 means voting for guaranteeing of 

national unity and state sovereignty.  

 Keep promoting peace after the election and waiting for 

the election day on 19th April 2022. 
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BEFORE AND AFTER ELECTION 

On the day of election, JPIC-OIPAS mobilized three hundred eighty-two (382) short term 

observers to be deployed for 31.83% of the voting centers and remained there during the 

whole election process meanwhile 25 long term observers were doing moving to voting 

centers for monitoring.  

The observers continued the utilization of technologies during monitoring of the 

presidential election 2022 specifically the google forms. JPIC-OIPAS installed four 

components for monitoring namely command center. The command center functioned as 

call center in 2017 for collecting immediate information from the observers for publication 

through media conference during the election. To obtain information or data from 

observers, JPIC-OIPAS selected the interviewers by the checklist in the field. The eyes of 

the observers would be detected directly in google form and hence the information would 

be received immediately by the secretariate. When the observers’ eyes showed confusion 

or doubt, the command center would recontact the respective observer for clarification.  

 

COMMAND CENTER OF JPIC-OIPAS 

The volunteers at command center composed of six people and one volunteers who will be 

responsible for two municipalities including one administrative post in Dili municipality. 

It was operated from 6.30 am until 20:00 pm.  

The command center was like an embryo to prepare the JPIC-OIPAS’ role for elections in 

the future. OIPAS inspired to contribute optimally for the electoral monitoring by 

establishing parallel counting system in all elections because it is crucial for transparency 

of election.  

JPIC-OIPAS also inspired to establish digital information at municipalities to transmit 

online to the national secretariate prior to publication timely.  

The installation of the command center is to ascertain information from the observers 

regarding the opening and closing hours of the voting center and the process of counting 

the votes by the observers. The trained volunteers at the command center and in 

municipalities were the ones who contacted the observers the whole day.  

The observers were equipped with mobile phones, laptops and googles apps to codify and 

schemed the information. The outcome of the observers was in four sections each 

considered a reference for press conference. The data that command center collected 

during 19th April presidential election is described as bellow.  
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In reference to the checklist that the observers used for monitoring, the national 

secretariate contacted 121 observers in the field based on the selected questionnaires, 

identified that the OPENING process of voting was going on very well and registered that 

there was 0.8% of voting centers were not established as indicated by STAE.  The PNTL 

officers kept the distance of 25 meters at 99.2% of the voting center while 5% was not 

accessible by the people with special needs whereas 1.7% of voting centers was not opened 

on time.  

In relation to VOTING, the 121 observers registered based on the questionnaires that there 

was 100% of the of the officials present; 100% of electors voted secretly at the cabin; 0.8% 

officials did not guard the ballot while 19% saying that voting station secretary did not 

inspect the cabin of votes to affirm whether ballot left meanwhile 4.1% of people with 

special need was not facilitated during the voting.    

Regarding the CLOSING of the polling, from 106 observers that were contacted revealing 

that the polling staff maintain 99.1% of their presence whereas the was 65.1% of the 

presence from the observers; polling station secretary counted the unused ballot reaching 

99.1% and keeping used ballot to the appropriate envelope was 96.2%.  There was 0.9% of 

voting centers were not closed on time.  

Finally, in relation to COUNTING process, 98 observers based on the questionnaires 

identified that the polling staff maintain their presence 99%; the stamp verification process 

and signature of the ballot as valid represented by 99%. The polling staff worked very well 

and protesting the failures occurred was 18.4% and accompanying the ballot box at 

municipality clearance was 36.7%. It was 100% assured that the head of voting centers read 

loudly during the counting of votes.  

 

RESPONSES OF QUESTIONS IN CHECKLISTS 

Preliminary feedback that JPIC-OIPAS collected on phone in command centers will 

complete the checklist data after the election. The enumerators digitalized all checklist 

data in google form after analysis for publication according to sections during election day.  

OPENNING PROCESS OF THE CHECKLIST 

As referred in article 31 point 4, law for presidential election no. 6/2006 on December 28 

has been altered six times until the last one was no. 15/2021 on July 14th defined that STAE 

that would divulge number and location of voting centers. Thus, presidential election 2022 

voting centers and 1500 polling stations were set up by STAE. 

In relation to the opening of voting center, JPIC-OIPAS observers analyzed all components 

such as identification and confirmation of sensitive and non-sensitive materials; polling 
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staff attendance, observers, presentation of ballots box and the wrapping of seal, reading of 

ballot seal at every position (right, left, and top). In general, the process of opening voting 

center   and polling station was going on smoothly. Follows are some coverages identified 

by the JPIC-OIPAS observers regarding opening of voting centers and polling stations.  

Some Highlights of the Coverage during Second Round Election  

Before the opening of voting center, the head of the polling table and his structure pledged 

for themselves that they would work according to rules and regulations from STAE that 

they would not take side to any political parties {Village office of Vila Verde, Vera-Cruz, 

Dili}.  In the morning, the head of polling table and officials did not read out the total of 

ballot papers that cause protest from presidential candidates’ agents, but the issue was 

responded directly by the polling head. In the afternoon, after the counting of votes, the 

polling table head read out the total of ballot papers {Gimnasium parallel voting center for 

the municipalities of Manatuto, Liquiça, Aileu, Ermera and Atauro, Vera-Cruz, Dili}. Two 

electors had identity cards, but their names were not on the list and hence they were 

included in additional list. There were three public servants came from Dili including one 

police officer came to cast their votes at the polling station in Iraban village and he did not 

keep the distance of 25m. it was assumed that he followed up the opening of voting center, 

Uatucarbau, Viqueque.   

Some Coverage Points during Second-Round Election  

According to the observers that some voting centers were not opened according to the list 

given by STAE. As the Lequitura (Aileu-Vila, Aileu) primary school voting center with the 

code 00019-0001 was moved to Lequitura village office with no clear reason from the polling 

table head. To guarantee the credibility and transparency of the election, the officials 

request to CNE and OIPAS observers to guard and observe when the ballot box to be open 

for counting. The officials demonstrated first the locked ballot box and revealed the 

numbers at Baduho’o village office, Venilale administrative post, Baucau. The opening of 

voting centers was going on well after the hoisting of national flag at village office of 

Bualale, Quelicai administrative post, Baucau. Many polling staff were not arriving in the 

time of polling station opened like in Uaiaca filial school, Uaitame, Quelicai, Baucau. The 

electors followed rules set up from CNE and STAE in queue with electoral in hand like at 

Letemumo village office, Quelicai, Baucau. There were 10 books containing 50 ballot papers 

each but there is a book had 1 additional paper at Bordua public primary school at Atelari, 

Laga, Baucau. Meanwhile in Soba village office, Laga, Baucau, there were 21 books of 50 

papers each, but 3 books had one additional page each. Before starting to vote, the officials 

demonstrated number of ballot papers received like in Loilubo village office, Vemasse, 

Baucau. The process of opening the polling station, the polling staff announced the rules 

to the voters like in Triloca village office, Bauca. At Tatelori sub-village of Manapa village, 
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Cailaco administrative post, in Bobonaro municipality, the voting center was open at 7:20 

because of rain that was not too late as in first round.  The first voters entered the voting 

centers at 7:00 am where there was no failure from the official. Likewise, there was also 

good accessibility for people with disabilities to vote as in sub-village office of Lolo’oa, 

Holsa village, Maliana administrative post of Bobonaro municipality.  

The polling staff voted early at 06:40 am starting from the head of polling table as in filial 

school of Fatuleto village, Zumalai administrative post of Covalima municipality. The 

opening process of voting centers took place very well that enabled the voters to cast their 

votes smoothly.  

At Balibar village office, Cristo Reis administrative post of Dili, the charismatic leader Mr. 

Kayrala Xanana Gusmão cast his vote at 07:30. There were two PNTL officers guarding in 

front of the voting center, but one was standing in distance to the voting center. When 

asked the reason of standing too close to the polling station, their response was also 

observing the opening process of voting and upon the starting of voting, they went away. 

This happened at Catholic primary school Manleuana, Dom Aleixo administrative post, 

Dili. The situation in Malimea primary school Atara village was good in Atsabe 

administrative post, Ermera municipality where the people went for casting their votes 

peacefully. 

The voting center at Tokoluli primary school in Railaco administrative post, Ermera was 

opened at 06:00 and the voting started at 07:00 am. After casting their votes, the brigade 

requested PNTL officer to go away from the voting center in distance as stated by law, 

whereas the CNE monitoring staff, electoral official and observers and polling staff 

remained at the voting station during the whole election process as in Humboe primary 

school, Ermera administrative post in Ermera municipality. In my observation, the opening 

process of voting was going on very well and in order at Maina II village office, Lautem 

administrative post in Lautem municipality. Meanwhile the opening of voting center at 

Hatularan village office, Laleia administrative post, Manatuto municipality took place very 

well that was observed by the officials including PNTL officers.  

TALLY SHEET OF THE OPENING OF VOTING CENTER 

No. 
Mahusuk iha Checklist LOKE 
VOTASAUN 

Ronda I (378) Ronda II (364) 

LOS/ 
YES 

% 
LOS 

LOS/ 
YES 

% LOS 

1 
Sentru votasaun ne’e loke iha fatin ne’ebe 
fo sai iha lista ne’ebe hasai husi STAE? 

371 98% 363 100% 

3 
Ita bot hare propaganda material iha 
sentru votasaun liur no laran? 

154 41% 135 37% 
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4 
Iha sentruvotasaun ita bot hare PNTL ho 
distansia metru 25 husi sentru votasaun? 

361 96% 354 97% 

5 
Sentru votasaun no estasaun votu ne’e 
fasilita asesu ba emar sira ho problema 
fíziku (difisiente)? 

355 94% 334 92% 

6 
Iha fiskais kandidatu/partidu marka 
prezensa iha estasaun votu? 

357 94% 359 99% 

7 
Iha observador nasional ka internasional 
(exeptu OIPAS) marka prezensa iha 
estasaun votu? 

255 67% 212 58% 

8 
Ofisiais estasaun votu simu total númeru 
material ne’ebe kompletu? 

362 96% 353 97% 

10 
Sekretáriu estasaun votu hakerek total 
númeru buletin ne’ebe simu iha akta? 

376 99% 361 99% 

11 
Sekretáriu hatudu ba fiskais 
kandidatu/partidu no observador sira 
katakkaixa mamuk? 

377 100% 364 100% 

12 
Sekretáriu hakerek númeruseri segel iha 
akta? 

377 100% 363 100% 

13 
Sekretáriu hatudu númeru seri segel ba 
fiskais kandidatu/partidu no observador 
sira? 

370 98% 363 100% 

14 
Kaixa ne’e xavi fali depois sekretariu 
hatudu katak kaixa mamuk? 

375 99% 364 100% 

15 
Estasaun votu ne’e loke tuku 07:00 
dadersan? 

372 98% 363 100% 

 

VOTING PROCESS CHECKLIST 

Regarding the voting process, the JPIC-OIPAS observers did coverage on the presence of 

brigade, polling staff, observers; identification of electors, voting exercise, imposition of 

ballots, link placement, etc. 

Some Coverage Regarding Voting Process in the First Round  

An incident happened at Odomau primary school, Maliana in Bobonaro that an elderly 

man inserted his ballot paper into the cabin, but he was helped by the officials to put the 

ballot into the box. During the voting process, polling table head did not control the vote 

cabin at Casabauc village, Tilomar in Covalima municipality. During the voting process, 

the success team from some candidates reminding the voters in loud voice saying: “please 

don’t forget our mark” as happened in Matai filial school, Maucatar administrative post, 

Covalima municipality. Some voters came to the voting center at Sadahur using t-shit with 

the background of candidate no. 8 but there was no intervention from the police officers 
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and polling staff. Some voters also at the same place, wearing t-shirt of candidate no. 9 but 

there was also no intervention from the polling staff and police officers. The head of polling 

table and officials did not follow the election guidelines as in Sadahur community center, 

Tilomar administrative post, Covalima.  

The ballot boxes that were distributed to Suai prison were not pinned with screws and 

hence the team must return to take it at voting center and thus the process was a little bit 

late. Some prisoners did not cast their vote because of not having electoral cards. While the 

voting center at Ave Maria Suai high school Debos, Suai, Covalima, some members of the 

candidate no. 16 success team telling the voters: “don’t forget to vote for our candidate”. 

Some voters came to voting center bringing copy of electoral cards but were not allowed to 

vote and they had to return to bring original cards to cast their votes. Meanwhile, some 

voters were underage of voting even though they had already electoral cards. This 

happened at Catholic primary school São Mateus Maloa, Bairropite village, Dom Aleixo, 

Dili. Along the corridor of voting centers around 09:10, happened an incident where four 

(4) children underage approached the polling station and shouting: “don’t forget to vote 

for candidate no. 6” and hence the voting secretary chased the children away and asked 

PNTL officers to send the children home. This was happening at voting center of Catholic 

primary Nu’u Laran (Santa Cruz), Nain Feto administrative post, Dili. People with 

disabilities were facilitated very well during the voting at Cristal Institute in Balide, Vera-

Cruz, Dili. A voter was not allowed to cast his vote with electoral card copy at voting center 

at Vila-Verde village office, Vera-Cruz, Dili. The head of the polling team signed an 

agreement declaring that claimed by the candidate agents regarding the unread ballot at 

gymnasium in Dili for parallel voting center (for municipalities of: Manatuto, Liquiça, 

Aileu, Ermera and Atauro).  

On the other hand, some voters at filial school of Tutuala, Lautem did not fold their ballot 

paper and cast withing the ballot box but brought out from the voting cabin. While some 

voters did not have the knowledge on how to vote so the ballot papers were taken to the 

polling staff for clarification. Some voters brought identity card (BI) instead of electoral 

card to the voting center whereas some were not allowed to vote because of different 

number of electoral card during registration as happened in Metagou primary school, 

Bazartete, Liquiça. There were two people not allowed to vote of whom one had different 

identity between electoral card with name in the list while the other brought identity card 

(BI) instead of electoral card as happened at Loidahar primary school, Liquiça 

administrative post, Liquiça municipality. Some people with disabilities cast their votes like 

the other people well as in Tibar village, Bazartete, Liquiça. There were also some fresh 

electors did not know how to vote so the ballot papers were left in the voting cabin as 

happened in Manlala village, Soibada administrative post, Manatuto municipality. Some 
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voters did not line up orderly as recommended by STAE that the distance in queue must 

keep 1 meter from one voter to the next. Some voters had right identity as in the list but 

the number of card was different and so the brigade immediately informed the municipal 

STAE for the solution to these issues happened as Olo Cassa secondary school, Ossu 

administrative post, Viqueque. Two voters with electoral residential address of Becora 

village in Dili came to vote at Beloi number 1 primary school in Viqueque but they were not 

allowed to vote and recommended to vote as residential address indicated accordingly. 

From 13:30 to 3:00 there were no more voters lining up in the voting center that is why the 

polling staff, officials and observers waiting till the closing of voting station as Irabin de 

Cima village, Uatucarbau administrative post, Viqueque municipality. The voting process 

took place very well where people with disabilities exercise their rights to vote successfully 

because they were helped by their own family members. Though there was constant heavy 

rain, however, the voters enthusiastically thronged the voting center at filial school of Calo, 

Lacluta administrative post in Viqueque municipality. The Fretilin party agents organized 

the voter in disorder but there was no intervention from the officials for the line. Some 

voters of disability condition, pregnant mothers and mother carrying their babies were not 

facilitated well during the voting while some did not have the knowledge on the voting 

process because of lack of civic education and socializations of voting process. This was 

happening at Uma Tolu filial school voting center, Lacluta administrative post in Viqueque.  

Some Coverage Regarding Second Round Election  

A small incident reported by some voters that ballot papers were kept hidden in the shirts 

then brought to the voting centers. This was identified by the electoral officials then taken. 

It was assumed that the voter would use the unstamped ballot for voting in the cabin while 

the stamped one thrown as happened at Fahiria voting center, Aileu vila administrative 

post in Aileu municipality. Many people were not motivated to go for voting during second 

round election, for example at Fadabloco village, Remexio, Aileu, 19 people did not go for 

voting referring to number of the first-round election. While some voters brought their 

mobile phone to the voting cabin for taking picture, but immediate intervention done by 

the police officers as happened at Grotu primary school in Maubisse administrative post, 

Ainaro municipality. One voter whose electoral card belonged to Quelicai administrative 

post was not allowed to vote because it had not been changed to Venilale administrative 

post as current residential address. There was also a voter using identity card (BI) to vote 

but not allowed despite of claiming the use of identity card during first round election. 

Meanwhile a voter at Fatulia village, Venilale administrative post, Baucau using declaration 

for casting his vote as in the first round his declaration got the signature by STAE director 

with stamp. In Bualale village, Baucau voting center, the polling staff invited the late 

comers to vote though the closing time of voting was over as also happened at filial school 

of Uaitame, Quelicai administrative post, Baucau. At public elementay school of Soba 
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village, Laga administrative post, Baucau, the brigade did not allow a voter to vote as he 

already voted at parallel voting center while another voter using motorbike key with 

Fretilin flag at the background. Meanwhile at at Bucoli village, Baucau, many voters did not 

exercise their right to vote as their electoral card were missing and some of their names 

were not in the list to vote. At São Domingos Savio voting center in Bahu, Baucau, when 

the officials of the ballot submitted ballot paper to a voter, they used to show to the polling 

staff and observers before casting the vote at the cabin. Some polling staff facilitated 

pregnant mothers to the voting cabin and some of the preparing additional list for the 

voters whose names were not on the list as happening at Ai-Asa village, Bobonaro. While 

in Holsa village, Bobonaro voting center, pregnant mothers and mothers carrying their 

babies were not paid attention well unlike people with disabilities and the elderly.  

At voting center of Tashilin village, Zumalai in Covalima, some voters brought their mobile 

phones with them for taking picture at the voting cabin, but they were prevented by the 

officials. During the time of voting, electoral official did not facilitate people with 

disabilities to vote first, but these voters lined up in queue as the other people as happening 

at filial school of Hare Kain voting center, Zumalai administrative post in Covalima.  

Form 13:00 pm the voters began to reduce in number on the lining till the closing of voting 

at 15:00. However, the head of polling staff did not allow electoral officials to leave the 

voting center at Bidau Lecidere, Nain Feto administrative post, Dili. There were two voters 

bringing passport to vote but they were not allowed by the head of polling staff as their 

names were not registered on the list as happening in Vila Verde village, Vera Cruz, Dili.  

In Mau-Ubu primary school voting center in Hatolia admimnistrative post, Ermera, the 

electoral official did not facilitate well the voters during election. From 7:00 am until 15:00 

pm, brigade and electoral officials were not focus on facilitating instead of using their 

mobile phones and made phone call during the voting day as happened at Humboe primary 

school voting center in Ermera administrative post, Ermera. Some voters’ names were not 

registered in the list of villages while some voters going through and from in the voting 

center during the voting. Some voters wearing t-shirt of candidate no. 1 at Catholic primary 

school of Souro village, Lospalos, Lautem municipality while some voters intentionally 

dipped their fingers into the ink apart from index finger. Meanwhile, at Serelau filial school 

voting center in Lautem, the voters questioning one another at the voting cabin.  

On the other part, many electors did not come to cast their votes during second round of 

the presidential election as happening at Tibar village, Bazartete administrative post, 

Liquiça. Some voters tore down the candidates photographs of the political adversary after 

casting their vote while some of them were not allowed to vote because of losing their 

electoral cards and some of them bringing identity card (BI) to the polling station as 
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happening in Metagou village, Liquiça. The head of polling staff always kept reminding the 

officials to pay most attention to pregnant mothers, women carrying babies and children, 

people with disabilities and elderly alike to vote first as happening at Fatulara primary 

school, Liquiça. There were 16 books with 50 papers each but there was one with serial 

number 721601-721650 had 51 paper that is why exceeding to 801 instead of 800 happening 

at Darulete voting center, Liquiça municipality. Ballot boxes were not dropped properly to 

referred village for example the ballot for Fatumakerek village was dropped at Samoro 

village vice versa that caused late voting in both villages of Soibada administrative post, 

Manatuto municipality.  

In Viqueque specifically at Dilo voting center of Lacluta administrative post, people with 

disabilities, the elderly and pregnant mothers were prioritized to casting their votes first. 

At Beloi primary school voting center in Viquque, one lady successfully cast her vote with 

passport because her name was registered on the list of electors. 

 

 VOTING PROCESS TALLY SHEET 

No. 
Mahusuk iha Checklist VOTASAUN 
nian 

Ronda I (378) Ronda II (364) 

LOS/ 
YES 

% 
LOS 

LOS/ 
YES 

% LOS 

1 
Ofisiais eleitoral nain 11 marka prezensa 
ona iha estasaun votu? 

377 100% 363 100% 

2 
Iha fiskais kandidatu/partidu marka 
prezensa iha estasaun votu?       

373 99% 357 98% 

3 
Iha observador nasional ka internasional 
(exeptu OIPAS) marka prezensa iha 
estasaun votu? 

254 67% 221 61% 

4 
Ita bot hare propaganda material iha 
estasaun votu laran? 

183 48% 126 35% 

5 
Verifikador Identifikasaun revee/cek 
liman fuan votante iha tinta? 

277 73% 361 99% 

6 
Verifikador Identifikasaun cek kartaun 
eleitoralvotante ka pasaporte votante 
indika iha suku ne’ebe nia atu vota? 

377 100% 363 100% 

7 
Verifikador Identifikasaun cek no marka 
identidade votante husikartaun 
eleitoral ka pasaporte iha lista votantes? 

373 99% 361 99% 

8 
Kontrolador buletin votu karimbu ona 
buletin votu? 

378 100% 363 100% 
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9 
Kontrolador Buletin Votu asina ona 
buletin votu Kotuk molok enterga ba 
votante? 

378 100% 364 100% 

10 
Votante marka buletin votu ho segredu 
iha kabina votu? 

373 99% 358 98% 

11 
Kontrolador Kaixa asegura buletin votu 
ida deit maka hatama iha kaixa laran? 

376 99% 362 99% 

12 
Kontrolador Kaixa asegura votante 
hatama kutila (ujung jari) ba tinta?  

376 99% 362 99% 

13 

Ita bot hare sekretario halo inspeksaun 
ba kabina votu ne’e mos husi material 
kampanha, surat tahan kampanha ne’ebe 
votante husik hela iha kabina votu? 

300 79% 262 72% 

14 
Ita bot hare ema defisienti hetan ona 
ajuda? 

353 93% 350 96% 

15 
Iha bot hare ema defisiente vota ho 
normal hanesann votante seluk? 

259 69% 266 73% 

16 
Votante sira sei forma nafatin iha liña 
depois tuku 03:00 lorokarik? 

109 29% 118 32% 

 

 

CLOSING PROCESS CHECKLIST 

Regarding the closing of polling station, the observers of JPIC-OIPAS emphasized the roles 

of the secretary of polling team in terms of null ballot, canceled and the abandoned 

including the valid ones, etc. 

Some Coverage on the First Round Election  

At the voting center of Casabauc village, in Tilomar administrative post, Covalima, polling 

staff did not work according to the guidelines of election. At Olo-Cassa voting center, Ossu 

admin post, Viqueque, the polling secretary stamped the unused ballots but left them on 

the book and tied up with rubber without keeping it in the envelopes. Upon the closing of 

voting, the officials and brigade request the agents and observers to leave the voting station 

for the preparation of counting of votes as in Bulai filial school, Viqueque. The closing 

process was going on very well based on the guidelines and in a timely manner. The agents 

from political parties participated and followed up the whole process of the voting as in 

Dilor (Laline) filial school, Lacluta administrative post, Viqueque. Polling staff arranged the 

table starting from candidate no 1 until candidate no 16 in order as well as the notification 

papers for white vote, null, claimed, rejected, canceled, and abandoned votes. The rating 

official for notation was very slow in the process of counting the votes at Uma Tolu primary 

school voting center, Lacluta administrative post, in Viqueque. 
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Some Coverage on the Second Round Election  

Though the electors finished casting their voter by midday at the voting center of 

Fadabloco village, Remexio, Aileu municipality, by the head and polling staff maintain the 

closing time until 15:00. In the process of closing the voting, the polling secretary 

pronounced the unused ballots with the total of voters and the gender aggregate at Fatulia 

village voting center, Venilale administrative post, Baucau. The secretary of the polling staff 

assured no remaining ballot papers in the cabin to prevent the leftover of ballots in the 

presence of CNE, OIPAS and the agents of the presidential candidates at Baduho’o village, 

Venilale. The polling staff announced the used and unsed ballot papers prior to counting 

of votes at Loilubo voting center, Vemasse admin post in Baucau. The unused ballot papers 

were stamped and kept in the envelopes as om Tiriloro voting center, Baucau. An incident 

happened at Bucoli voting center in Baucau where a blank paper attached with ballot paper 

in the ballot box 00170-0002. When the officials opened the box for counting of votes 

without reading the box code, a protest raised by agent of candidate no.2 then reported to 

STAE. Finally, the polling head solved by a signed declaration letter as happening at 

Odomau voting center, Maliana. Meanwhile, a voter who came at the closing hour at 15:05 

was not allowed to vote though she complained that no one at home to take care of the 

children at Vila-Verde, Dili. The head of polling staff and members were having quarrel 

upon the time of closing the voting at Mau-Ubu voting center in Ermera municipality. The 

head of voting center stamped the unused ballots and reported to CNE observers. 

Meanwhile, the head of polling staff along with the members and secretary kept the unused 

ballots silently to the envelopes at Humboe, Ermera. Upon the closing of the votes, the 

polling staff tied the police line ribbon in the surroundings of the voting center to keep 

distance for the people who would participate in the counting of votes at Aiteas voting 

center, Manatuto. While at Mundo Perdido no 15 elementary school, Ossu, the head of the 

polling team and the supervisors agreed to close the voting at 02:44 pm because no more 

voters to speed up the counting of votes.  

 

CLOSING OF VOTING PROCESS TALLY SHEET  

 

No. 
Mahusuk iha Checklist TAKA 
VOTASAUN nian 

Ronda I (378) Ronda II (364) 

LOS/ 
YES 

% 
LOS 

LOS/ 
YES 

% LOS 

1 
Iha fiskais kandidatu/partidu marka 
prezensa iha estasaun votu?       

374 99% 356 98% 
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2 
Observador nasional ka internasional 
(exeptu OIPAS) prezensa iha estasaun 
votu? 

269 71% 232 64% 

3 Estasaun votu taka tuku 03:00 lorokraik? 366 97% 353 97% 

4 
Sekretáriu konta buletin votu ne’ebe la 
uja? 

373 99% 359 99% 

5 
Sekretáriutaukarimbu “LA UJA” ba 
buletin votus la uja? 

367 97% 354 97% 

6 
Sekretáriu hakerek total númeru buletin 
votu la uja iha akta? 

368 97% 353 97% 

7 
Sekrteraio hatama buletin votus la uja ba 
envelope “Buletin Votus La Uja”? 

362 96% 359 99% 

8 
Sekretáriuestasaun votu le’e maka’as ona 
númeru segel kaixa? 

373 99% 364 100% 

9 
Sekretáriu hakerek ona total númeru 
eleitor iha akta? 

376 99% 363 100% 

 

 

COUNTING PROCESS CHECKLIST  

Regarding the ballot counting process, the JPIC-OIPAS observers monitored and reported some 

of the following points. 

Some Coverage on the First Round Election  

The supervisors of candidate no 6 at Maudemo village protested regarding the ballots that 

had been pierced for candidate no 14 and marked candidate no. 9. Because no solution met 

for this issue, the polling head decided to offer complaint letter to supervisor from 

candidate no. 6 for addressing to municipal clearance. At the Matai voting center, Maucatar 

in Covalima, the supervisors protested again for the candidate no. 14 in ballot was marked 

clearly on the top. The polling staff did not work properly for they were talking along the 

process and resulting late closing of the votes. During the counting of ballot at Fatuleto 

voting center, Zumalai in Covalima municipality, the supervisor from candidate no. 16 

protested the head and secretary of the polling staff for declaring invalid the ballot marked 

clearly for no. 16. The polling team did not work professionally by not observing the 

guidelines of election. While at Sadahur community center, Tilomar administrative post, 

Covalima, the supervisor from candidate no 14 protested the ballot without stamped 

distributed to the voters. This protest was not solved as the supervisor refused to sign the 

declaration. There were no other observers at filial school Quiar (Matai) voting center, 

Maucatar, Covalima upon the counting of votes at voting center then caused protest head 

and secretary of polling team as they did not read the ballots clearly and the voters marked 
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candidate no 14 but the polling team read out no 16 instead.  This voting center closed at 

07:58 pm.  

The supervisor at Matai voting center, Maucatar, Covalima also protested regarding the 

ballot without serial number but distribute to the voters to vote. This incident was not 

successfully solved by the head of the polling team that caused the voting center close late 

at 3:00 am. 

During the ballot counting at Luro primary school, Luro admin post in Lautem, some 

ballots were signed only instead of piercing or marking the ballot. That is why these ballots 

were considered null by head of the polling team during the counting. There were also 

some ballots marked twice; one marked on the number of the candidate and the other was 

on the logo of STAE at Metagou primary school voting center in Liquiça. The supervisors 

from parties and each candidate composed of 4 people but only 2 of each were allowed by 

the brigade and officials upon the counting of votes. There was too much noise from the 

people during the counting of ballots that hindered the supervisors and observers at Bulai 

filial school, Caraubalu in Viqueque. A police officer came late at Beloi filial school and 

insisted to vote but was not allowed by the polling team and finally acceptable confirmation 

on phone with CNE.  

 

Some Coverage on the Second Round Election 

The ballot counting at Fatulia village voting center in Venilale admin post, Baucau was 

going on smoothly and completed early and hence it closed at 18:53 pm. While at Bualale 

voting center, Quelicai, Baucau municipality, the ballot counting also took place very well 

in the presence of community members. On the other hand, at Uaiaca voting center in 

Quelicai the brigade quit the counting of ballot suddenly and taking interval for smoking. 

During ballot counting at Baduho’o village of Venilale, the head of the polling staff read 

out the ballots to the observers from CNE, OIPAS and supervisors that the ballot paper was 

not marked clearly as I marked in between candidate no. 1 and no 2. As a result, the polling 

staff head considered the respective ballot as invalid but supervisor of candidate no 2 

protested and insisted that the ballot was marked on candidate no. 2. Finally, this ballot 

was claimed for the municipal and national clearance.  

Ballot counting at Uato-Haco village of Venilale admin post, the head of polling team did 

no announce total ballots that were blank, null, canceled, claimed to the public. While at 

Gariuai village in Baucau admin post, the polling team head read out seal number but did 

not aggregate number of male and female voters. The supervisors from two candidates 

protested regarding the ballot marked within the square but not appropriate of a screw 

point and declared invalid by the officials at Buibau primary school, Baucau. Whereas at 
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Tapo/Memo village in Maliana, many people did not cast their vote as in the first round. 

The ballot counting at No. 4 Naroman filial school Bairopite, Dili was repeated by the 

electoral official due to some mistakes during the counting. While at Mau-Ubu voting 

center, Hatolia in Ermera, the polling staff breached the guidelines by taking photos at the 

voting center. Some issues of electricity current was interrupting the ballot counting at 

Ponilala voting center, Ermera. An incident was also happening at Hatulete village, Ermera 

where a man got drank and shouting in the voting center, but no further problems caused 

by him, and the counting went of well. In Metagou, Liquiça, the officials standing around 

the table during ballot counting that raised protest from the supervisors and observers. 

Finally, it was accessible to observe the counting of ballot.  

At the voting center of Fatulara primary school in Liquiça, CNRT observers claimed the 

ballot that was only signed but not stamped. Finally, the decision was taken by the head of 

the polling staff contacting municipal director of STAE and confirming that the ballot was 

only signed. On the other side at voting center of Cabira primary school no 2 in Viqueque 

was taking place smoothly though there were only few voters and during the ballot 

counting, supervisors from Fretilin party protested because the ballot was marked unclear.  

COUNTING PROCESS TALLY SHEET  

 

No. Mahusuk iha Checklist KONTAJEN 
Ronda I (378) Ronda II (364) 

LOS/ 
YES 

% 
LOS 

LOS/ 
YES 

% LOS 

1 
Iha fiskais kandidatu/partidu marka 
prezensa iha estasaun votu? 

373 99% 361 99% 

2 
Iha observador nasional ka internasional 
(exeptu OIPAS) prezensa iha estasaun 
votu? 

245 65% 211 58% 

3 
Prezidente hatudu numeru seri segel 
depois loke kaixa buletin votus? 

374 99% 363 100% 

4 
Prezidente verifika tuir marka karimbu 
no asinatura iha buletin votu nia kotuk? 

378 100% 363 100% 

5 
Prezidente le’e sai no hatudu kada votu 
validu, votu nulu, votu branku, ba fiskaiz 
no observador? 

375 99% 364 100% 

6 Fiskais protestu votu? 109 29% 75 21% 

7 Protestu votu ne’e la rezolve? 98 26% 71 20% 
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9 
Prezidente hatama votus branku ba 
envelope “Votus Branku” no taka 
envelope? 

365 97% 337 93% 

10 
Prezidente hatama votus nulu ba 
envelope “Votus Nulu” no taka 
envelope? 

372 98% 356 98% 

11 
Prezidente hatama votus reklamadu ba 
envelope “Votus Reklamadu” no taka 
envelope? 

316 84% 284 78% 

12 
Prezidente hatama votus kanseladu ba 
envelope “Votus Kanseladu” no taka 
envelope? 

327 87% 270 74% 

13 Prezidente le’e sai votus validu? 375 99% 364 100% 

14 
Ofisiais eleitoral hakerek kontajen iha 
kuadru tuir kandidatu/partidu ida-idak? 

377 100% 364 100% 

15 
Observador sira no fiskais 
kandidatu/partidu sira hare klaru 
númeru ne’ebe iha kuadru? 

373 99% 364 100% 

16 
Prezidente hakerek total votus iha akta 
tuir kandidatu/partidu ida-idak husi 
kuadru? 

377 100% 364 100% 

17 
Prezidente hatama votus validu ba 
envelope “Votus Validu” no taka 
envelope? 

375 99% 364 100% 

19 
Fiskaiz kandidatu/partidu sira asina akta 
rezultadu kontajen? 

370 98% 363 100% 

21 
Fiskais ba hamutuk ofisiais eleitoral ba 
apuramentu distrital? 

123 33% 118 32% 

22 
Observador OIPAS ba hamutuk ofisiais 
eleitoral ba apuramentu distrital? 

91 24% 93 26% 

 

RESULT FROM NATIONAL ELECTORAL COMMISSION (CNE)  

National clearance of ballots by the National Electoral Commission primarily solved the 

complaints from the municipal clearance. The result would be addressed to the court of 

appeal to be validated officially for final result. The temporary result from CNE was 

described as follows: 

 

Primeira Ronda 
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Kandidatu / Candidate Votus / Votes 

[1] Isabel da Costa Ferreia 4,219 0.6% 

[2] Hermens da Rosa Correia Barros 8,030 1.2% 

[3] Maria Angela Freitas da Silva 711 0.1% 

[4] Rogerio T. F. Lobato 2,058 0.3% 

[5] Anacleto Bento ferreira 13,205 2.0% 

[6] Francisco Guterres "Lu-Olo" 144,282 22.1% 

[7] Maria Helena Lopes de Jesus Pires 5,430 0.8% 

[8] Tito da Costa Cristovao 49,314 7.6% 

[9] Armanda Berta dos Santos 56,690 8.7% 

[10] Antero Benedito da Silva 1,562 0.2% 

[11] Constancio da Conceicao Pinto "Terus" 2,520 0.4% 

[12] Viegilioda Silva Guterres "Lamukan" 1,720 0.3% 

[13] Martinho G. da Silva Gusmao 8,598 1.3% 

[14] Jose Manuel Ramos Horta 303,477 46.6% 

[15] Felizberto Araujo Duarte 2,709 0.4% 

[16] Mariano Assanami Sabino Lopes 47,334 7.3% 

Dadus Seluk / Other Data 

Akta / Voting Center Results 1,200 

Votantes / Voters 859,613 

Votus Validu / Valid votes 651,859 

Votus Branku / Blank votes 3,743 
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Votus nulu/ Null votes 8,386 

Votus Reklamadu / Protested votes 0 

Rejeitu Rejected ballots 65 

Partisipasaun / Turnout 664,106 

La partisipa / Non-voters 195,507 

La partisipa / Non-voters 22.74 % 

 

Segunda Ronda 

Kandidatu / Candidate Votus / Votes 

[1] Jose Manuel Ramos Horta 398,028  (62.1%) 

[2] Francisco Guterres "Lu-Olo" 242,939  (37.9%) 

Dadus Seluk / Other Data 

Akta / Voting Center Results 1,200 

Votantes / Voters 859,925 

Votus Validu / Valid votes 640,967 

Votus Branku / Blank votes 1,643 

Votus nulu/ Null votes 3,734 

Votus Reklamadu / Protested votes 0 

Rejeitu Rejected ballots 28 

Partisipasaun / Turnout 646,389 

La partisipa / Non-voters 213,536 

La partisipa / Non-voters 24.83 % 
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GENERAL CHALLENGES, CONCLUSION AND RECOMMENDATIONS 

 

OIPAS would like to reveal the challenges experienced while carrying out monitoring 

activities and addressing some recommendations to relevant entities for consideration in 

the future electoral activities. 

 

GENERAL CHALLENGES OF JPIC-OIPAS 

Based on the experience of the previous elections, OIPAS had been tackling various types 

of challenges both particular and general explicitly in relation to monitoring processes. One 

key challenge that OIPAS had identified was that observers who had been trained leaving 

the organization at last to become a party agent or joining as polling staff.  While this 

possibility was low based on the previous elections, the impact would be significant 

especially if happening upon the day of elections.  

During the election period, observers who were trained, resigned without any clear reasons 

but we managed to replace them by reserve observers for command center. 

 

In relation to the introduction of technology by OIPAS since 2017 elections, new challenges 

incurred regarding information transmission via online with appropriate application 

(google forms) including human resources on how to use these electronic tools. Human 

resources training needs a lot of funds and time consuming.  

During the period of covid-19 pandemic that made most institutions employee worked 

remotely online including changes in partners organizations brought significant impact in 

looking for the donors. Subsequently, with the limited financial resources, we mobilized 

only few numbers of observers and of course many infractions might have not been 

identified by JPIC-OIPAS observation. 

JPIC-OIPAS had large number of short-term observers and needed lot of time to process 

credential letter from STAE. These letters were normally concluded within 3 or 5 days prior 

to elections. Therefore, logistic support such as vehicles must be organized for distribution 

of uniforms to the observers in the field.  At the same time, rental vehicles were not 

available for mostly rent by success team during the campaign.   
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CONCLUSION OF JPIC-OIPAS MONITORING  

Based on to the data and information mentioned on the previous pages of the report, JPIC- 

OIPAS conclude that the electoral process from the beginning of campaign until election 

were successfully and peacefully undertaken. The presidential election 2022 was reliable, 

free, transparent, and fair. This election was indeed undertaken in accordance with 

international standards reflected in International Pact regarding citizens’ political and civil 

rights (1966).  

The legislative body that drafted electoral laws and regulations did their function 

professionally by amending electoral law and operational rules. The electoral management 

bodies so-called STAE and CNE exercised their functions outstandingly well though some 

minor improvements must be done in the future.  

The electoral brigade at voting centers and polling station carried out the roles and 

responsibilities excellently despite of some continuous training needed in the future to 

assure that infraction of any type might be prevented during the election. 

The security components (PNTL and F-FDTL) carried out their duties professionally 

maintaining stability both during the period of campaign as well as on election days of both 

rounds. These achievements must be kept and maximized in the future. The media 

agencies like radio, television and newspapers did their job impartially and comprehensive 

in all political activities even though some media covered certain candidates the most. 

The non-political observers either national or international ones fairly showed their 

support in promoting significant democratic development in the country. Supervisors of 

the presidential candidates also exercised their functions very well and yet necessary 

intensive and adequate training recommended in the future.   

In general, all the presidential candidates along with their militants and supports had 

manifested political maturity during the whole electoral processes though some 

unexpected incidents occurred, for instance, a day before election must be a quiet day with 

not holding any political activities. The candidate who gained more votes from the electors 

must keep their promise in serving the people and nation in dignity. 

The voters had promoted their political maturity by keeping peaceful situation during the 

campaign of both presidential election rounds 2022 whereas historical leaders like Kayrala 

Xanana Gusmão, Mari Alkatiri and Taur Matan Ruak but not limited to some orators from 

success team kept on insulting their adversaries as in 2018 early election. 
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RECOMMENDATIONS TO RELEVANT AUTHORITIES 

From the opinions described above inspired JPIC-OIPAS to formulate recommendations to 

the relevant authorities as follows for better improvement in the future. Providing 

comprehensive information, we formulated the contexts that the observers notified and 

recommended for future.  

 

No. Context Recommendation 

A 
To the National Parliament and Counsel of 

Ministers 
 

1 

Knowing that Timor-Leste conducted 

elections in the country and abroad where 

time and resources is necessary including 

laws and appropriate regulations as legal 

base for the technical staff for implementing 

their functions. 

 

Facilitating respective technical 

staff, the legislators need to 

approve and promulgate legal 

base within six months or a year 

prior to election. 

 

2 

Addressing the opinions for dignifying 

people with disabilities, law and regulations 

must be formulated appropriately for the 

preference of people with disabilities.  

 

Recommend amending the term 

indicating people with 

disabilities to a more appropriate 

one. The focal points people with 

disabilities preferred to use the 

term: “people with physical 

problem” not “people with 

disabilities”. 

 

3 

Considering that every electoral period, 

many voters did not have possibility of 

returning to their geographical locations to 

cast their right of vote. That is why, the 

participation rate of election did not reach 

more than 90%.  

 

Recommend to the counsel of 

ministers and national 

parliament to draft legislation 

that facilitate STAE for data 

actualization, based on the 

residential village for the voters 

to vote in their respective village 

address. 
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B To the National Electoral Commission (CNE) 

4 

Considering that maximum amount of fund 

for political campaign was concealed to the 

public. Some candidates who were capable of 

financial resources had more opportunity 

rather than the ones who had financial 

constraints. 

 

Recommend creating appropriate 

regulations to defining maximum 

amount of funds for the 

campaign to enhance the 

accountability in the use of funds 

and avoiding money politics 

during the campaign. 

 

5 

Attention must be paid on the participation 

rates of the elector could reach seventy-seven 

points twenty-six percentage (77.26%) and to 

total of 195,700 in equivalence of 22.74% did 

not participate in the first-round election; 

meanwhile seventy five point seventeen 

percent (75.26%) and electors of 213,000 in 

equivalence of 24.83% did not vote in the 

second-round election.  

 

Recommend to relevant 

authorities to raise awareness and 

socializations of civic education 

for the citizens that it is right and 

obligation of a citizen to vote. 

Much attention must be given to 

young people to be aware of their 

political and civil rights to 

exercise their right to vote in and 

hence increasing the 

participation rate during 

election. 

 

6 

Put into consideration that the “mini 

campaign” activity was extremely difficult to 

be controlled and infraction of any type 

would be easily done including distribution 

of materials as commitment from the 

candidate for election. 

 

The legislative and technical 

bodies must pay attention and 

regulate the mini campaign 

activities during the period of 

electoral campaign to better 

minimize and prevent infraction 

and irregularity of material 

distribution during the period of 

campaign.  

C To the Technical Secretariate for Electoral Administration (STAE) 
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7 

Considering that the polling staff and brigade 

who are working in the field may cause 

failure that do not allow OIPAS observers to 

exercise their right to vote as happened in 

Lequidoe, Aileu where polling staff polling 

staff cast their votes so early at 6:43 as well as 

in Fatumeta filial school voting center in Dili. 

This can minimize credibility and 

transparency during election. 

 

Recommend intensifying training 

for brigade and polling staff so 

that they may undertake their 

roles professionally as described 

in the guidelines properly.  

Intensive training on integrated 

knowledge for the electoral 

officials who will be deployed to 

voting center and polling station 

to work professionally.  

 

8 

Put into consideration on update of 

mechanism of electoral data by changing the 

residential address specifically those who 

reside in Dili that by the rapid growth of 

population in the capital may bring negative 

impact like social issues in the future. 

 

Recommend amending update of 

electoral data by creating 

appropriate cards to facilitate the 

voters instead of changing the 

residential address. This 

residential card that allows a 

person to vote apart from 

changes in residence. 

 

9 

Bearing in mind that there were 8,386 invalid 

votes, 3,743 was blank in first round election 

meanwhile 3,734 null, votes and 1,643 were 

blank in the second-round election. It shows 

that large number of electors do not have 

good knowledge on how to cast their votes. 

 

Recommend to relevant entity to 

conduct civic education to the 

electors most especially in rural 

areas so that the number of 

invalid and blank votes may be 

reduced in the future. 

 

10 

Considering that some electors were not 

registered in the elector book. This issue 

means that those electoral cards were issued 

illegally.  

 

 

Recommend to relevant 

authority in the state 

administration to reform data 

base by certification that all 

electoral cards must be registered 

in data base.  
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11 

Considering that the supervisor as a 

component to assure transparency during 

electoral process and development of 

democracy required the ability of good 

practice in their roles professionally. 

 

Recommend intensifying training 

for supervisor from all parties to 

enable them doing their roles in 

contributing to the democratic 

development including 

prevention on the invalid ballot 

classification done by the 

electoral officials. 

 

12 

Take into consideration that people with 

disabilities were precluded from one place to 

the other place of voting. It will cause them 

to take some risks of long-distance trip for 

exercising their rights. Up to date, there has 

not been special attention given to those who 

have optical problems regardless of necessary 

allocation of funds. 

 

Highly recommend allowing 

people with disabilities to vote at 

any voting centers wherever they 

are as observers and party agents 

have the privilege given by STAE. 

Though a comprehensive 

instruction is necessary to be 

socialized to avoid 

misunderstanding between 

polling staff and observers.  We 

encourage to organizations that 

have the mission to deal with 

people with disabilities to 

determine and recommend a 

voting station that is accessible in 

convenience to people with 

special needs. The disability 

related organization can 

formulate possible solutions such 

as signatures or ballots in braille 

to be more efficient to them.  

 

13 
Identifying that most of the voting center did 

not have accessibility for people with 

disabilities to cast their votes apart from 

Recommend identifying elector 

from people with disability at 

every village to provide accessible 
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uncertain number of people with disability at 

every voting center. 

 

voting centers accordingly during 

election.  

14 

Identifying that from series of election 

conducted, there was no possibility for 

electors returning to their respective village 

as also a cause of low participation rate in the 

election. 

 

Recommend updating electoral 

data base of the residential village 

to enable the electors vote in 

their respective residential 

address rather than creating 

parallel voting centers at certain 

places. 

 

15 

Bearing in mind that parallel voting centers 

that were piloted during the two round of 

presidential election 2022 had facilitated 

elector who had no possibility of returning to 

their natural villages to cast their votes. 

However, many electors failed to cast their 

votes at parallel voting centers. 

 

Recommend maintaining parallel 

voting center and intensifying 

coordination and attendance at 

the village level to register 

electors who want to vote at 

parallel voting centers.  

Recommend also to set up 

parallel voting centers at 

municipal level as many students 

studying across various 

municipalities like in Venilale 

boarding school and Canossa 

boarding house of Baucau, 

Maliana technical school, 

Fuiloro, Fatumaca etc. 

 

16 

Consider that patients and their family 

member in the hospital who were 

hospitalized 10 days prior to election lost 

their right to vote as well as those who are 

prisoners. 

 

Recommend creating an 

appropriate card approved by the 

electoral authority to enabling 

the inpatients and accompanying 

family members to cast their 

votes as well as those in prison. 

The cards must be signed and 
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authenticated by the hospital 

administrator and those 

responsible in the prison 

respectively. 

 

D To the Success Team of Leaders of Political Parties and militant and supporters  

17 

We need to be aware of environmentally 

friendly approach as Pope Francis publish his 

Laudato Si encyclical letter. OIPAS figured 

out that we must preserve our environment 

and specifically the political parties may 

create a radical movement to encourage their 

militants and supporters preserving our 

mother earth.  

 

Recommend the political leaders 

and success team to raise 

awareness to the public during 

campaign to preserve the 

environment in the time of 

campaign from plastic bags, 

bottle etc. 

18 

We need a convenient and peaceful situation 

as an atmosphere of development of 

democracy.  And so, it is a common 

responsibility of every citizen in assuring 

peace and security.  

Recommend conducting 

sensibilization to the militants 

and supporters of the political 

parties to keep peaceful 

atmosphere in society in 

contributing to democratic 

development system. 

19 

Notifying the young people of every age on 

how to behave well and ignoring their 

emotional tensions and conflict-oriented 

notions against political rivalries.   

Intensify inter-political parties 

dialogue with professional 

entities including TV talk show 

via communication media as a 

means of civi education 

transmission specifically to the 

youth.  

20 

Notifying that community members, 

militants and supporters including political 

leaders unethically insulting one another in 

the public campaigns as well as in social 

Recommend to the society and 

National Authority of 

Communications to pay attention 

and discussing on how to use 

Commented [AMDS1]: Tradusaun ba no 20 no 21 nee bazeia 
ba duplikasaun iha textu orijinal 
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media that may provoke conflict and 

violence.  

social media by the public with 

diverse political preference.  

E To the Society of Timor Leste 

21 

Notifying that community members, 

militants and supporters including political 

leaders unethically insulting one another in 

the public campaigns as well as in social 

media that may provoke conflict and 

violence. 

Recommend to the society and 

National Authority of 

Communications to pay attention 

and discussing on how to use 

social media by the public with 

diverse political preference 

F To the Security Agencies  

22 

The presidential election 2022 was peacefully 

held because of excellent and professional 

work of security agencies without excluding 

national intelligence services who have 

dedicated themselves for national stability. 

Recommend to the two security 

components (F-FDTL and PNTL) 

to keep safeguarding the stability 

with innovative and strategic 

action for the smooth running of 

elections in the future. 

23 

Notifying that in many voting centers had 

sufficient space for the PNTL member in 

keeping distance of 25 meters from the 

polling station but some officers were 

guarding so close the voting center and 

helped officials in controlling the lining.  

 

Recommend the police officer to 

deepen the law for their 

deployment and roles during the 

election and they may be allowed 

to approach the voting center, if 

necessary, by the polling staff and 

with not limited to casting their 

votes. 

 

G To the Civil Societies that Undertake Electoral Monitoring   

24 

Some national group of observers organized 

by civil societies applying its policy and 

objectives accordingly. Consequently, the 

observers could not recognize one another 

due to their large number. 

We recommend organizing a 

joint coverage for maximizing the 

efficacy of observers. 

25 Knowing that there were repeated failure and 

mistakes done from one period to another of 

Consider promoting thematic 

election observation by groups 
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elections in thematic areas for enhancing 

democracy in Timor-Leste and needed to 

address incrementally. 

 

with specific core competencies 

like Fundasaun Mahein on 

election security, Belun for 

incidences of violence, and 

RHTO for accessibility.  Perhaps 

in the future elections, women’s 

groups could focus on 

monitoring gender messages in 

the campaign and gender balance 

in the recruitment of polling 

officers and staff, and of party 

agents. 

26 

Thinking that a qualified and profound 

monitoring would bring optimum outcome 

for better improvements in the future. 

We recommend for realizing 

regular instructions to the group 

of observers and sharing of 

results before, during and after 

elections.   

H To the Press Council and Media 

27 
Press council as an entity that is responsible 

of code of conduct of the media officers. 

Recommend intensive training 

on monitoring is required for 

media agents and officers to set 

up media monitoring system in 

the future elections. 

28 

Some media agencies were found to have 

partially covered certain candidates 

continuously during political activities. It 

caused community members could not 

access to a comprehensive information of all 

parties. Meanwhile some candidates who had 

no adequate financial resources comparing 

to those of major parties.   

The media personnel are advised 

to impartially cover all the 

candidates’ activities regardless 

to any kind of political adversary 

and/or resources available. 

29 
Bearing in mind that media assumes 

educative functions and thus using proper 

and proficient grammatical structure to 

 

Recommend the media agencies 

to build the capacity of its 

employees on how to use 
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reflect the real situation in the message 

delivery. 

grammatical structure 

specifically in writing and 

speaking for public knowledge 

transmission.  

 

-oOo- 

 

ANEXES 

National Secretariat list 

No  Complete Name Sex Position 
1 João Manuel Belo Male Program Coordinator 

2 Francisca Clau Female Adm. & Finance 

3 Nelia da Silva Female Trainer 

4 Agostinho sergio vinhas Male Trainer 

5 Juvito Freitas Soares Mal Trainer 

6 Caetano  Male Logistics 

7 Anacleta dos Santos Menezes Female General Assistant 

 

Diocese and Municipality Coordinators list 

No  Naran Compleito Sex Pozisaun 
1 Pe. Lucio Norberto de Deus Mane Coord. Diocese Maliana 

2 Fabiana Sebastiana Ribeiro Feto Coord. Diocese Baucau 

3 Andre Gonçalves Mane Coord. ArcheDiocese Dili 

4 Pe.Sebastião da Cruz Correia Mane Ass. Coord. 1, Diocese Maliana 

5 Zeca Xavier Mane Ass. Coord. 1 ArcheDiocese Dili 

6 Baltazar D.C Nunes Mane Ass. Coord. 1 Diocese Baucau 

7 Carlos De Deus Mane Ass. Coord. 2 ArcheDiocese Dili 

8 Pe. Natalino de Sousa Gama Mane Ass. Coord. 2, Diocese Maliana 

9 
Francisco Maia Da 

S.G.Pereira 

Mane 
Ass. Coord. 2 Diocese Baucau 

10 António Alves Soares Mane Coord. Municipio Aileu 
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11 Evangelinho dos Reis Mane Coord. Municipio Ainaro 

12 Ana Lisette da Costa Feto Coord. Municipio Baucau 

13 Juvencio Paul da Cunha Mane Coord. Municipio Bobonaro 

14 Tito Abilio do Sacramento Mane Coord. Municipio Covalima 

15 Gusvania Henrry Madeira Feto Coord. Municipio Ermera 

16 Alexandre do Santos  Mane Coord. Municipio Lautem 

17 Juanico Alves Freitas Mane Coord. Municipio Liquiça 

18 João Pedro Godinho Soares Mane Coord. Municipio Manatuto 

19 Duarte Fernandes de Araujo Mane Coord. Municipio Manufahi 

20 Marcos Cofe Mane Coord. Municipio Oe-Cusse 

21 
Pascoal da Ressurreição 

Soares Pinto 

Mane 
Coord. Municipio Viqueque 

22 Zelio da Costa Sarmento Mane Coord. Posto Na’in Feto - Dili 

23 Orlando de Araujo Corte Real Mane Coord. Posto Vera Cruz - Dili 

24 Quintão Magno Mane Coord. Posto Dom Aleixo - Dili 

25 Ewel Pinto Guer da Costa Mane Coord. Posto Cristo Rei - Dili 

 

 

Sub district Vocal point list 

 

Naran Completo Genero Pozisaun Posto Administrativo 

Elvis Aleixo Sarmento M Ponto Vocal Laulara 

Tito Maria Soares de Jesus M Ponto Vocal Lequidoe 

Simião de Andrade Martins M Ponto Vocal Remexio 

Leonito Xavier de Araujo M Ponto Vocal Hatobuilico 

Bernadino Pereira Martins M Ponto Vocal Hatudo 

Boaventura de Araujo Tilman M Ponto Vocal Maubisse 

Lourenço Teixeira Ximenes M Ponto Vocal Baguia 

Abilio Marçal Belo M Ponto Vocal Laga 

Domingos Zacarias Correia M Ponto Vocal Quelicai 
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Naran Completo Genero Pozisaun Posto Administrativo 

Agostinho de Jesus Correia M Ponto Vocal Vemasse 

Mario Ave Guterres M Ponto Vocal Venilale 

Fernando dos Santos Maia M Ponto Vocal Atabae 

Cecilia Casimiro F Ponto Vocal Balibo 

Leonel Maia Barreto M Ponto Vocal Bobonaro 

Gabriel Soares Pereira M Ponto Vocal Cailaco 

Ernesto Belo M Ponto Vocal Lolotoe 

Francisco da Costa M Ponto Vocal Fatululik 

Octaviano Abilio Suryano M Ponto Vocal Fatumea 

Natalino da Cruz Atok Liko M Ponto Vocal Fohorem 

Fortunato Tavares Amaral M Ponto Vocal Maucatar 

Canigio de Jesus do Rêgo M Ponto Vocal Tilomar 

Santiago de Jesus dos Reis M Ponto Vocal Zumalai 

Florindo Rebelo M Ponto Vocal Atauro 

Antonius da Slva M Ponto Vocal Metinaro 

Januario Goncalves M Ponto Vocal Atsabe 

Tiago Antonio Martins M Ponto Vocal Hatolia  

Nelson da Costa Salsinha M Ponto Vocal Letefoho 

Viriato da Cruz Soares M Ponto Vocal Railaco 

Feliz Mariano Madeira M Ponto Vocal Iliomar 

Absalão da Costa Lopes M Ponto Vocal Lautem/Moro 

Filipe Soares M Ponto Vocal Luro 

Florencio de Almeida  M Ponto Vocal Tutuala 

Felismino Da Silva M Ponto Vocal Bazartete 

Zebedeus Nunes M Ponto Vocal Maubara 

Florindo Camilo M Ponto Vocal Barique 

Luciano do Menino Jesus Carceres M Ponto Vocal Laclo 

Filipio dos Santos M Ponto Vocal Laclubar 
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Naran Completo Genero Pozisaun Posto Administrativo 

Martinho da Costa Viegas M Ponto Vocal Laleia 

Ludubina da Costa F Ponto Vocal Soibada 

Mariano Eliaquim Pereira M Ponto Vocal Alas 

Mictiano Ramos de Carvalho M Ponto Vocal Fatuberliu 

Rosandinho Mendes M Ponto Vocal Turiscai 

Fernando Mala Coa M Ponto Vocal Nitibe 

Juliana Tael F Ponto Vocal Oessilo 

Agostinho Benat M Ponto Vocal Passabe 

Miguel da Costa M Ponto Vocal Lacluta 

Pedro Guterres Hornai M Ponto Vocal Ossu 

Pe. Agustinus Tue Amunmama M Ponto Vocal Uatucarbau 

Apolto Gama M Ponto Vocal Uatulari 

 

Short Term Observers List 

 

Naran Compleito Genero Observador  Posto Administrativo 

Rivaldo J. T. Sarmento M JPIC-TL/OIPAS Aileu Vila 

Augusto Mendonça  M JPIC-TL/OIPAS Aileu Vila 

Zito Araujo Carlos M JPIC-TL/OIPAS Aileu Vila 

Aniseto Israel M JPIC-TL/OIPAS Aileu Vila 

Afonso Baptista M JPIC-TL/OIPAS Aileu Vila 

Alzira de Oliveira Simões F JPIC-TL/OIPAS Aileu Vila 

Juliana Soares F JPIC-TL/OIPAS Aileu Vila 

Destiana Nunes Sequeira F JPIC-TL/OIPAS Aileu Vila 

Eugenio Mendonça M JPIC-TL/OIPAS Aileu Vila 

Jualiana Soares Cardoso F JPIC-TL/OIPAS Laulara 

Armandina Bi Felix F JPIC-TL/OIPAS Laulara 

Pedro Isaias M JPIC-TL/OIPAS Laulara 

Romaldo Carmo da Costa  M JPIC-TL/OIPAS Lequidoe  
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Naran Compleito Genero Observador  Posto Administrativo 

Leonarda da Conceição  F JPIC-TL/OIPAS Lequidoe  

Basilio Manuel Soares M JPIC-TL/OIPAS Lequidoe  

Delfino Freitas da Costa  M JPIC-TL/OIPAS Remexio 

Angela do Ceu da Costa F JPIC-TL/OIPAS Remexio 

Anacleto da Costa M JPIC-TL/OIPAS Remexio 

Juliana Mendonça F JPIC-TL/OIPAS Remexio 

Saul Gabriel M JPIC-TL/OIPAS Remexio 

        

Pedro da Costa Cunha M JPIC-TL/OIPAS Ainaro Vila 

Lunato Carmo dos Reis M JPIC-TL/OIPAS Ainaro Vila 

Arnigia da C. dos Reis F JPIC-TL/OIPAS Ainaro Vila 

Elisabeht Magno  M JPIC-TL/OIPAS Ainaro Vila 

Domizio B. A. dos Reis Amaral M JPIC-TL/OIPAS Ainaro Vila 

Devirato da S. Barros M JPIC-TL/OIPAS Ainaro Vila 

        

José Xavier de Araujo  M JPIC-TL/OIPAS Hatobuilico 

Igino Ximenes M JPIC-TL/OIPAS Hatobuilico 

Marciana da Costa Barros F JPIC-TL/OIPAS Hatobuilico 

        

Celestino de A. Amaral M JPIC-TL/OIPAS Hatudo 

Isabete da Costa M JPIC-TL/OIPAS Hatudo 

Lourena da Conceição F JPIC-TL/OIPAS Hatudo 

        

Jose da Silva M JPIC-TL/OIPAS Maubisse 

Benjamin Tilman M JPIC-TL/OIPAS Maubisse 

Domingos S. de Almeida M JPIC-TL/OIPAS Maubisse 

Isidoro Maria da Costa M JPIC-TL/OIPAS Maubisse 

Luis Tilman M JPIC-TL/OIPAS Maubisse 

Mario G. Branco M JPIC-TL/OIPAS Maubisse 

Lucas da C. Sarmento M JPIC-TL/OIPAS Maubisse 
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Naran Compleito Genero Observador  Posto Administrativo 

Abilio Tilman M JPIC-TL/OIPAS Maubisse 

Antonio Maya Mendonça M JPIC-TL/OIPAS Maubisse 

Olivia da C. Tilman F Voluntir  Maubisse 

        

Domingas Ximenes F JPIC-TL/OIPAS Baguia 

Ermelinda M. Guterres F JPIC-TL/OIPAS Baguia 

Henrique Guterres de Lima M JPIC-TL/OIPAS Baguia 

João Crispim Xavier M JPIC-TL/OIPAS Baguia 

Martinha Alves Pereira  F JPIC-TL/OIPAS Baguia 

Mateus da Silva Amaral M JPIC-TL/OIPAS Baguia 

        

Abrão Manuel Freitas M JPIC-TL/OIPAS Buacau Vila 

Agostinho Freitas da Silva M JPIC-TL/OIPAS Buacau Vila 

Ana Beatriz S. Xavier F JPIC-TL/OIPAS Buacau Vila 

Ana Joaquina Belo do Rosario F JPIC-TL/OIPAS Buacau Vila 

 André do Santos Fátima M JPIC-TL/OIPAS Buacau Vila 

Helena P. da C. Ribeiro Belo F JPIC-TL/OIPAS Buacau Vila 

Jaquelina Belo F JPIC-TL/OIPAS Buacau Vila 

Luisa Lídia da Costa Boavida F JPIC-TL/OIPAS Buacau Vila 

Rigoberto da silva Freitas M JPIC-TL/OIPAS Buacau Vila 

Rui Martinho da Silva M JPIC-TL/OIPAS Buacau Vila 

        

Abilio Ximenes M JPIC-TL/OIPAS Laga 

Domingos Pereira M JPIC-TL/OIPAS Laga 

Carla Cristina Fátima Mendes F JPIC-TL/OIPAS Laga 

Nelson Xavier Cassiano Belo M JPIC-TL/OIPAS Laga 

        

Acácio Pires da Silva M JPIC-TL/OIPAS Quelicai 

Cristovão Vital M JPIC-TL/OIPAS Quelicai 

Ildefonso Mírio Freitas M JPIC-TL/OIPAS Quelicai 
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Naran Compleito Genero Observador  Posto Administrativo 

Jacinta Aparício Correia F JPIC-TL/OIPAS Quelicai 

Mario Aniceto Ximenes M JPIC-TL/OIPAS Quelicai 

Paulino Freitas Belo M JPIC-TL/OIPAS Quelicai 

Remízia Ilda de Fátima Correia F JPIC-TL/OIPAS Quelicai 

Maria de Carvalho Soares F JPIC-TL/OIPAS Quelicai 

Valdemar Jerónimo Fraga M JPIC-TL/OIPAS Quelicai 

Zito Barreto Correia M JPIC-TL/OIPAS Quelicai 

        

Agostinha Guterres F JPIC-TL/OIPAS Vemase 

Ana Manuela da C. Belo F JPIC-TL/OIPAS Vemase 

Eufémia Guterres Soares F JPIC-TL/OIPAS Vemase 

Joaquim de Carvalho M JPIC-TL/OIPAS Vemase 

        

Analia de S. Magno Guterres F JPIC-TL/OIPAS Venilale 

Carla Maria Ribeiro Guterres F JPIC-TL/OIPAS Venilale 

Celestino Ximenes M JPIC-TL/OIPAS Venilale 

Luis Januário da silva M JPIC-TL/OIPAS Venilale 

Nivia Domingas da silva F JPIC-TL/OIPAS Venilale 

        

 Vidiriana da C.M. Maia F JPIC-TL/OIPAS Atabae 

Marina de Fatima Sanches F JPIC-TL/OIPAS Atabae 

        

Natercia Santos Gusmão F JPIC-TL/OIPAS Balibo 

Filomeno Mali Mau M JPIC-TL/OIPAS Balibo 

Jose Francisco M JPIC-TL/OIPAS Balibo 

        

Lucilia B. de Araujo  F JPIC-TL/OIPAS Bobonaro 

Justinho M. Henrique M JPIC-TL/OIPAS Bobonaro 

Guilhermino Marques M JPIC-TL/OIPAS Bobonaro 

Faustino da Cruz M JPIC-TL/OIPAS Bobonaro 
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Naran Compleito Genero Observador  Posto Administrativo 

Dalia Viegas Moniz F JPIC-TL/OIPAS Bobonaro 

Avelina Vicente de Araujo F JPIC-TL/OIPAS Bobonaro 

Angelica de J. Barreto Mota F JPIC-TL/OIPAS Bobonaro 

Ondina P. Moniz F JPIC-TL/OIPAS Bobonaro 

Marison L. Tilman M JPIC-TL/OIPAS Bobonaro 

        

Caterina Amaral Soares F JPIC-TL/OIPAS Cailaco 

Deonicio Maria Borges M JPIC-TL/OIPAS Cailaco 

Merita de Sena F JPIC-TL/OIPAS Cailaco 

Francisco Mali Bere M JPIC-TL/OIPAS Cailaco 

João Justino M JPIC-TL/OIPAS Cailaco 

        

Idalina Rosa da Costa F JPIC-TL/OIPAS Lolotoe 

Atanazio Cardoso da Costa M JPIC-TL/OIPAS Lolotoe 

Jose Belo M JPIC-TL/OIPAS Lolotoe 

        

Armindo Pires Amaral M JPIC-TL/OIPAS Maliana Vila 

Erlina Mónica F JPIC-TL/OIPAS Maliana Vila 

Jenoveva de J. Pires F JPIC-TL/OIPAS Maliana Vila 

Glicerio T. P.Lopes M JPIC-TL/OIPAS Maliana Vila 

Maria Imaculada F JPIC-TL/OIPAS Maliana Vila 

Olivia Tavares Mendonça F JPIC-TL/OIPAS Maliana Vila 

Mariano R.S. Mendonça M JPIC-TL/OIPAS Maliana Vila 

Francisco Clau Guterres M JPIC-TL/OIPAS Maliana Vila 

Josefina Martins F JPIC-TL/OIPAS Maliana Vila 

        

Juliana de Jesus F JPIC-TL/OIPAS Fatululik 

        

Sipriano dos Santos  M JPIC-TL/OIPAS Fatumea 
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Naran Compleito Genero Observador  Posto Administrativo 

Tomas de Carvalho M JPIC-TL/OIPAS Fohorem 

Afonso Freitas M JPIC-TL/OIPAS Fohorem 

        

Filomino de Jesus Amaral M JPIC-TL/OIPAS Maucatar 

Elizete de Jesus M JPIC-TL/OIPAS Maucatar 

        

Afonso Moniz M JPIC-TL/OIPAS Suai Vila 

Jermianus Patricio Sarmento M JPIC-TL/OIPAS Suai Vila 

Francisco de Jesus Amaral M JPIC-TL/OIPAS Suai Vila 

Francisca C. de Jesus Amaral F JPIC-TL/OIPAS Suai Vila 

Joana C.  de Jesus F JPIC-TL/OIPAS Suai Vila 

Adélia Mesquita Madeira F JPIC-TL/OIPAS Suai Vila 

Camilo Lopes de Jesus M JPIC-TL/OIPAS Suai Vila 

        

Jurnalino Josê M JPIC-TL/OIPAS Tilomar 

Januario de Lima Jose M JPIC-TL/OIPAS Tilomar 

Edi de Jesus Araújo M JPIC-TL/OIPAS Tilomar 

        

Guido Tilman  M JPIC-TL/OIPAS Zumalai 

Inaçio dos Santos M JPIC-TL/OIPAS Zumalai 

Ana de Jesus F JPIC-TL/OIPAS Zumalai 

Bernardino Amaral M JPIC-TL/OIPAS Zumalai 

Celestina C.  Barreto F JPIC-TL/OIPAS Zumalai 

Mario Pereira M JPIC-TL/OIPAS Zumalai 

        

Osorio Pereira  M JPIC-TL/OIPAS Atauro 

Jubal Braz M JPIC-TL/OIPAS Atauro 

        

Santina de Fatima Pereira F JPIC-TL/OIPAS Dom Aleixo 

David Fatima Pinto M JPIC-TL/OIPAS Dom Aleixo 
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Naran Compleito Genero Observador  Posto Administrativo 

Igidro dos Santos Lay  M JPIC-TL/OIPAS Dom Aleixo 

Joaninha Alves Soares F JPIC-TL/OIPAS Dom Aleixo 

Zeferino Cardoso Botelho M JPIC-TL/OIPAS Dom Aleixo 

Abilio dos Santos Soares M JPIC-TL/OIPAS Dom Aleixo 

Maria Cardoso Fatima F JPIC-TL/OIPAS Dom Aleixo 

Albertina Simois Soares F JPIC-TL/OIPAS Dom Aleixo 

Filipe Pinto Baptista M JPIC-TL/OIPAS Dom Aleixo 

Lorenço da Silva Fernandes M JPIC-TL/OIPAS Dom Aleixo 

Rosantina Mendonsa F 
Voluntir  

Dom Aleixo 

        

Daniel Ximenes dos Neves M JPIC-TL/OIPAS Cristo Rei 

José dos Santos M JPIC-TL/OIPAS Cristo Rei 

Américo Pereira Ximenes M JPIC-TL/OIPAS Cristo Rei 

Josefa Arcanjo Faria F JPIC-TL/OIPAS Cristo Rei 

José Cardoso Moreira M JPIC-TL/OIPAS Cristo Rei 

Adolfo Soares da Silva M JPIC-TL/OIPAS Cristo Rei 

Anita Pereira F JPIC-TL/OIPAS Cristo Rei 

Duarte da Costa de Jesus M JPIC-TL/OIPAS Cristo Rei 

Liliana da Costa F JPIC-TL/OIPAS Cristo Rei 

Efisida da Silva Cristo F JPIC-TL/OIPAS Cristo Rei 

Norberto Marque M Voluntir  Cristo Rei 

Nelson de Araujo Fernandes M 
Voluntir  

Cristo Rei 

        

Arnaldo dos Santos M JPIC-TL/OIPAS Matinaro 

        

Noe do Rosario Araujo Bianco M JPIC-TL/OIPAS Na'in Feto 

Alexandrina da Silva Prego F JPIC-TL/OIPAS Na'in Feto 

Iria Noronha M. F JPIC-TL/OIPAS Na'in Feto 

Jeniver M. S. Lopes F JPIC-TL/OIPAS Na'in Feto 
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Naran Compleito Genero Observador  Posto Administrativo 

Josefina Botelho Cardoso 

Soares 
F JPIC-TL/OIPAS Na'in Feto 

        

Canisio A. Cardoso M JPIC-TL/OIPAS Vera Cruz 

Juliana de A. Corte-Real F JPIC-TL/OIPAS Vera Cruz 

Zelia Soares Simoes Alves F JPIC-TL/OIPAS Vera Cruz 

Alexandrino de Araujo Corte-

Real 
M JPIC-TL/OIPAS Vera Cruz 

Lucilda Rosa Guterres F JPIC-TL/OIPAS Vera Cruz 

Mariazinha dos Santos Mesquita F JPIC-TL/OIPAS Vera Cruz 

Dulce de F. X. Guterres da Silva F Voluntir  Vera Cruz 

        

Danilio Moises Gomes M JPIC-TL/OIPAS Atsabe 

Eusebio de Jesus M JPIC-TL/OIPAS Atsabe 

Luis Augusto Alves M JPIC-TL/OIPAS Atsabe 

Lucas Antonio Gomes M JPIC-TL/OIPAS Atsabe 

Anastacio Antonio Casimiro  M JPIC-TL/OIPAS Atsabe 

Domingas Gomes da Cruz F JPIC-TL/OIPAS Atsabe 

        

Imelda  Baptista da  Graça F JPIC-TL/OIPAS Ermera Vila 

Aniceto de Jesus  Amaral M JPIC-TL/OIPAS Ermera Vila 

Natalia Maia De Oliveira F JPIC-TL/OIPAS Ermera Vila 

Guilhermina Assunção de Jesus F JPIC-TL/OIPAS Ermera Vila 

Aderito Fatima Soares M JPIC-TL/OIPAS Ermera Vila 

Jaime Teixeira Soares M JPIC-TL/OIPAS Ermera Vila 

Domingos Soares  M JPIC-TL/OIPAS Ermera Vila 

        

Venceslau Duarte M.da Silva M JPIC-TL/OIPAS Hatolia 

Valentim  Martins do Santos M JPIC-TL/OIPAS Hatolia 

Ildefonso Marçal Gago M JPIC-TL/OIPAS Hatolia 

Domingos Brites Trindade M JPIC-TL/OIPAS Hatolia 
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Naran Compleito Genero Observador  Posto Administrativo 

Veronica Menezes Britis F JPIC-TL/OIPAS Hatolia 

Venancio Soares Martins M JPIC-TL/OIPAS Hatolia 

Cremilda da Cruz F JPIC-TL/OIPAS Hatolia 

Maria Antonio Salsinha F JPIC-TL/OIPAS Hatolia 

        

Eldiana Soares  F JPIC-TL/OIPAS Letefoho 

João Marcal Dedeus M JPIC-TL/OIPAS Letefoho 

Antonio Agustinho Marques M JPIC-TL/OIPAS Letefoho 

Abrão de deus  M JPIC-TL/OIPAS Letefoho 

Abilio Dedeus  M JPIC-TL/OIPAS Letefoho 

Silvestre Tilman dos Santos M JPIC-TL/OIPAS Letefoho 

        

Tito Clementino Exposto M JPIC-TL/OIPAS Railaco 

Antoneta Dedeus F JPIC-TL/OIPAS Railaco 

Nelia de Jesus Cavalho F JPIC-TL/OIPAS Railaco 

        

Justino Madeira M JPIC-TL/OIPAS Ilomar 

Julito Elias L. S. Madeira M JPIC-TL/OIPAS Ilomar 

Inocencio Gonçalves M JPIC-TL/OIPAS Ilomar 

        

Venansiu Pereira dos Santos M JPIC-TL/OIPAS Lautem/Moro 

Acacio de Melo Soares M JPIC-TL/OIPAS Lautem/Moro 

Secondino Morais M JPIC-TL/OIPAS Lautem/Moro 

Crispina Maria Lourdes F JPIC-TL/OIPAS Lautem/Moro 

Francisco Lopes M JPIC-TL/OIPAS Lautem/Moro 

Agito Boavida M JPIC-TL/OIPAS Lautem/Moro 

Angelino Boavida M JPIC-TL/OIPAS Lautem/Moro 

Edmundo da Costa  M JPIC-TL/OIPAS Lautem/Moro 

        

Yohanes D. Dias Santos M JPIC-TL/OIPAS Lospalos 
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Naran Compleito Genero Observador  Posto Administrativo 

Deonisio da Costa M JPIC-TL/OIPAS Lospalos 

Adelio Marçe da Costa  M JPIC-TL/OIPAS Lospalos 

Horacio Neto Fernandes M JPIC-TL/OIPAS Lospalos 

Ortencio dos Santos M JPIC-TL/OIPAS Lospalos 

Febriana Soares da Cruz F JPIC-TL/OIPAS Lospalos 

Azarjilda da Costa F JPIC-TL/OIPAS Lospalos 

Ofelio da Costa  M JPIC-TL/OIPAS Lospalos 

Constantino Pinto  M JPIC-TL/OIPAS Lospalos 

        

Maria Inocencia da Costa F JPIC-TL/OIPAS Luro 

Juliana dos Santos F JPIC-TL/OIPAS Luro 

Florinda dos Santos F JPIC-TL/OIPAS Luro 

Beatris da Costa Alves F JPIC-TL/OIPAS Luro 

        

Marcelina Aparicio M. Barros F JPIC-TL/OIPAS Tutuala 

        

Julio Correia da Silva  M JPIC-TL/OIPAS Bazartete 

Osório da Silva Gonçalves M JPIC-TL/OIPAS Bazartete 

Liberti dos Santos M JPIC-TL/OIPAS Bazartete 

Domingos Alves M JPIC-TL/OIPAS Bazartete 

Domingos Gonçalves M JPIC-TL/OIPAS Bazartete 

João Tapel M JPIC-TL/OIPAS Bazartete 

Jacinta Alves Freitas F JPIC-TL/OIPAS Bazartete 

Julieta dos Santos F JPIC-TL/OIPAS Bazartete 

        

Rosinha da Costa Pereira F JPIC-TL/OIPAS Liquica Vila 

Zenito Rebeiro Gonçalves M JPIC-TL/OIPAS Liquica Vila 

Alpar Pereira dos Santos M JPIC-TL/OIPAS Liquica Vila 

Laura de Jesus Martins F JPIC-TL/OIPAS Liquica Vila 

Veriato do Nacimento M JPIC-TL/OIPAS Liquica Vila 
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Naran Compleito Genero Observador  Posto Administrativo 

Juliana dos Santos Marques F Voluntir  Liquica Vila 

Miquel dos Santos F 
Voluntir  

Liquica Vila 

        

Januario da Silva M JPIC-TL/OIPAS Maubara 

Octaviano da Silva dos Santos M JPIC-TL/OIPAS Maubara 

Natalino da silva dos Santos M JPIC-TL/OIPAS Maubara 

Ireneu Nunes M JPIC-TL/OIPAS Maubara 

Chiquito Alves Correia M JPIC-TL/OIPAS Maubara 

Adelia Pereira Nunes F JPIC-TL/OIPAS Maubara 

        

Silvestrio da Costa Ramos M JPIC-TL/OIPAS Bariqui 

Januario de Araújo Pereira M JPIC-TL/OIPAS Bariqui 

        

Vicente Cárceres  M JPIC-TL/OIPAS Laclo 

Julião C. de Carvalho M JPIC-TL/OIPAS Laclo 

Mónica D. Cárceres F JPIC-TL/OIPAS Laclo 

Imaculada A. C. dos Santos F JPIC-TL/OIPAS Laclo 

Lucio Abril dos S. Cárceres M JPIC-TL/OIPAS Laclo 

Luciano do. M. Jesus Cárceres M JPIC-TL/OIPAS Laclo 

        

Sergio da Silva M JPIC-TL/OIPAS Laclubar 

André Lino Soares M JPIC-TL/OIPAS Laclubar 

Pascoal de Oliveira M JPIC-TL/OIPAS Laclubar 

Armando Soares  M JPIC-TL/OIPAS Laclubar 

        

Aleixo da Costa M JPIC-TL/OIPAS Laleia 

        

Crisanto Hipolito S. da Silva  M JPIC-TL/OIPAS Manatuto Vila 

Jacob M. Soares Fernandes M JPIC-TL/OIPAS Manatuto Vila 
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Naran Compleito Genero Observador  Posto Administrativo 

Mario Encarnação Soares M JPIC-TL/OIPAS Manatuto Vila 

Zeferino Conceição da Silva M JPIC-TL/OIPAS Manatuto Vila 

Helder Martins Borges M JPIC-TL/OIPAS Manatuto Vila 

        

João do Espirito Santo M JPIC-TL/OIPAS Soibada 

Felizardo A.das Neves Sarmento M JPIC-TL/OIPAS Soibada 

        

Frederico Fernades dos Santos M JPIC-TL/OIPAS Alas 

Paulina da Costa F JPIC-TL/OIPAS Alas 

Loubelia Pascuela Xavier F JPIC-TL/OIPAS Alas 

Maria Lina Fatima Amaral F JPIC-TL/OIPAS Alas 

        

João Paulo Goncalves M JPIC-TL/OIPAS Fatuberliu 

Saturlino Martins dos Reis M JPIC-TL/OIPAS Fatuberliu 

João Soares  M JPIC-TL/OIPAS Fatuberliu 

Claudina Ximenes F JPIC-TL/OIPAS Fatuberliu 

        

Esron Soares Da Silva M JPIC-TL/OIPAS Same Vila 

Domingas da Costa F JPIC-TL/OIPAS Same Vila 

Dalya Fernandes Noronha F JPIC-TL/OIPAS Same Vila 

Xana Maria Paixão F. Noronha F JPIC-TL/OIPAS Same Vila 

Domingos Tilman M JPIC-TL/OIPAS Same Vila 

Jose G. da Costa Magalhães M JPIC-TL/OIPAS Same Vila 

Matias Pereira M JPIC-TL/OIPAS Same Vila 

Martinho Gusmão Maia Pereira M JPIC-TL/OIPAS Same Vila 

Juela J. R. da Conceição F JPIC-TL/OIPAS Same Vila 

Bonifasia Santa Antunes F JPIC-TL/OIPAS Same Vila 

        

Sergio Mendes Patricio M JPIC-TL/OIPAS Turiskai 

Rosaria Dina Pires  F JPIC-TL/OIPAS Turiskai 
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Naran Compleito Genero Observador  Posto Administrativo 

Mario Manuel Mendes M JPIC-TL/OIPAS Turiskai 

Elezito Quintão M JPIC-TL/OIPAS Turiskai 

Joaninha Soares Tilman F JPIC-TL/OIPAS Turiskai 

        

Emelia Quefi F JPIC-TL/OIPAS Nitibe 

Fernando Sila M JPIC-TL/OIPAS Nitibe 

Jubinal Coa M JPIC-TL/OIPAS Nitibe 

Pedro Coa M JPIC-TL/OIPAS Nitibe 

        

Jaime dos Santos Colo M JPIC-TL/OIPAS Oessilo 

Benjamin Timo M JPIC-TL/OIPAS Oessilo 

        

José António Fatubai M JPIC-TL/OIPAS Pante Macassar 

Antonio Maunu M JPIC-TL/OIPAS Pante Macassar 

Armanda Ili F JPIC-TL/OIPAS Pante Macassar 

Angela Cofi Musu F JPIC-TL/OIPAS Pante Macassar 

Inosencia Afoan F JPIC-TL/OIPAS Pante Macassar 

Leonardo Salu M JPIC-TL/OIPAS Pante Macassar 

Jenia Maria Imaculada Elo F JPIC-TL/OIPAS Pante Macassar 

Emanuel Oqui M JPIC-TL/OIPAS Pante Macassar 

Roberto Carlos Queno M JPIC-TL/OIPAS Pante Macassar 

        

Jose Agosto Junis M JPIC-TL/OIPAS Passabe 

        

Natalíno da Costa Pinto M JPIC-TL/OIPAS Lacluta 

José Moniz de Carvalho  M JPIC-TL/OIPAS Lacluta 

        

Sergio Monteiro Hornai M JPIC-TL/OIPAS Ossu 

Lucas Melo Cabral M JPIC-TL/OIPAS Ossu 

Ferdelino Guterres Fernandes M JPIC-TL/OIPAS Ossu 
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Osvaldo Hornai Freitas M JPIC-TL/OIPAS Ossu 

Florindo Guterres Hornai M JPIC-TL/OIPAS Ossu 

Samuel da Costa Guterres M JPIC-TL/OIPAS Ossu 

Domingos Hornai M JPIC-TL/OIPAS Ossu 

        

Elda de Carvalho  F JPIC-TL/OIPAS Uatucarbau 

Jacinta da Costa  F JPIC-TL/OIPAS Uatucarbau 

        

Maria Marta da Costa Gusmao F JPIC-TL/OIPAS Uatulari 

Merita da Costa F JPIC-TL/OIPAS Uatulari 

Abelita Gusmaõ da Silva F JPIC-TL/OIPAS Uatulari 

Akelinu Maria M JPIC-TL/OIPAS Uatulari 

Natalia Ximenes F JPIC-TL/OIPAS Uatulari 

Miranda Amaral Ximenes F JPIC-TL/OIPAS Uatulari 

Cristialina Lai de Almeida F JPIC-TL/OIPAS Uatulari 

        

Maria Jose de Jesus Quintaõ F JPIC-TL/OIPAS Viqeuque Vila 

Octavia Soares Melo Freitas F JPIC-TL/OIPAS Viqeuque Vila 

Jarzinho Vital Simoés M JPIC-TL/OIPAS Viqeuque Vila 

Flamina da Costa Soares Lobo  F JPIC-TL/OIPAS Viqeuque Vila 

Chiquito Alves Sarmento M JPIC-TL/OIPAS Viqeuque Vila 

Gemenito Assis Soares M JPIC-TL/OIPAS Viqeuque Vila 

Zackylino da Costa M. Soares M JPIC-TL/OIPAS Viqeuque Vila 

Julia Palmira Ximenes Amaral F JPIC-TL/OIPAS Viqeuque Vila 
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CONFERÊNCIA EPISCOPAL TIMORENSE 

COMISSÃO NACIONAL JUSTIÇA, PAZ E INTEGRIDADE DA CRIAÇÃO 
OBSERVATÓRIO DA IGREJA PARA OS ASSUNTOS SOCIAIS (OIPAS) 

Direcão: Rua 12 De Novembro, Balide, Díli, Timor Leste 

No. Contacto : 7713-8196 /7705-7184/77233084, email: jpictimorleste.@gmail.com/joao.oipas@gmail.com 

Secretariado Nacional de Observatório da Igreja para os Assuntos Sociais – Casa São Domingos Sávio, Vila Verde 

 

DECLARATION 

 

I, hereby, signed the decalarion will manifest my roles and responsibilities as national 

observers of presidential election 2022. As an observer, I am committed to follow the  

Observer code of Conduct  in the following point:  

a. Respect the soverignty of Timor-Leste, the Constitution of the Democrative Republic of 

Timor-Leste and its legislations.  

b. Neither intervene nor hinder the process of electoral development as well as 

intervention to any instruction or rules of electoral officials.  

c. Providing a copy of information report completed to Electoral National Commission 

(CNE) and Technical Secretariate of Electoral Administration (STAE)  

d. Conduct observation with no strict inlination to obligation; avoiding partiality or 

preference in relation to national authority, neither candidate nor political parties.  

e. Will not indicate or use of symbils to any candidate or parties.  

f. Will not receive and try to make some offers, incentives from any candidate or parties 

and its militants or organizations involved in the process of election.  
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g. Avoid any kind of passive relations that may cause conflict of interest in the roles of 

electoral monitoring and evaluation.  

h. Refuse any amount of money from any organization or responsible personnel of public 

and private.  

i. Based on his/her reports, information and conclusions will be proved with verified facts 

as reliable information to be addressed with adequate proofs. 

j. Fill up the forms provided by STAE regarding the conclusion of electoral monitoring 

mission being carried out.  

This declaration, herewith, made wholeheartdly and I am obliged to receive any sanctions 

caused by infractions against the above mentioned points by law.  

 

Dili, ________________, 2022 

 

Observer 

 

 

(________________________) 
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Campaign Monitoring form 

 

CONFERÊNCIA EPISCOPAL TIMORENSE 
COMISSÃO NACIONAL JUSTIÇA, PAZ E INTEGRIDADE DA CRIAÇÃO 

              OBSERVATÓRIO DA IGREJA PARA OS ASSUNTOS SOCIAIS (OIPAS) 

Direcão: Rua 12 De Novembro, Balide, Díli, Timor Leste 

No. Contacto : 7713-8196 /7705-7184/77233084, email: jpictimorleste.@gmail.com/joao.oipas@gmail.com 

Secretariado Nacional de Observatório da Igreja para os Assuntos Sociais – Casa São Domingos Sávio, Vila Verde 

 

FORMATU MONITORIZASAUN KAMPAÑA ELEITORAL 

(Eleisaun Presidencial, 2022) 

 

Observador nia naran :  

Município:  Posto Administrativo: 

Suco:  Fatin Kampaña:  

Tipu Kampaña:  Kampaña aberta  Door to Door  Seluk (Se seluk, esplika!) 

  

 

 

Data:   Oras hahú:  Oras remata:  

Atividade kampaña la’o tuir duni tempu ne’ebe determina iha kalendáriu no regulamentu kampaña? 

 Los   

  

 Lae (Se lae, esplika!)  

 

 

Kandidatu Presidente   :  

 

Ita boot hare feto mak nudar orador iha kampaña ?  

los lae 
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See los ? Feto hira mak sai Orador :  

Estimasaun partisipante: Feto % 

Uza rekursu estadu los lae 

Kualidade kampaña kandidatu/partidu:  

Hato’o nia vizaun konaba dezenvolvimentu   Hato’o programa servisu 

 Konta história passadu     Insultus ho linguajen 

 Provokasaun      Refleta ba interesse nasional 

 Seluk. Esplika!  

 

Mensajen husi kampaña: 

 

Karákter kampaña:  Buka Massa deit   Edukativu (Programa no interrese nasional) 

 Imaturidade Polítika (insultus no atake adversáriu polítiku) 

 Seluk (hakerek!) 

    

Distribuisaun prezente/osan:  Los (se Los, esplika)     Lae 

    

Prezensa polísia:  Iha      La iha (Se laiha, esplika!) 
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Fator Intimidasaun: Iha (Se iha, esplika)    La iha 

    

Insidente Violénsia|:  Iha (Se iha, favor preenxe formatu relatóriu konaba insidente iha aneksu) 

    La iha 

Tipu insidente seluk durante kampaña: 

    Iha (Se iha, esplika!)    La iha 

    

Data relata ba koordenador Diocese :  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Assinatura Observador 
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Campaign Insident Spot Report Form  

 

CONFERÊNCIA EPISCOPAL TIMORENSE 
COMISSÃO NACIONAL JUSTIÇA, PAZ E INTEGRIDADE DA CRIAÇÃO 

              OBSERVATÓRIO DA IGREJA PARA OS ASSUNTOS SOCIAIS (OIPAS) 

Direcão: Rua 12 De Novembro, Balide, Díli, Timor Leste 

No. Contacto : 7713-8196 /7705-7184/77233084, email: jpictimorleste.@gmail.com/joao.oipas@gmail.com 

Secretariado Nacional de Observatório da Igreja para os Assuntos Sociais – Casa São Domingos Sávio, Vila Verde 

 

SPOT RELATÓRIU INSIDENTE DURANTE KAMPANIA 
 

Naran Observador :  

Município:  Posto Administrativo:  

Suco:  Fatin Akontesimentu Insidente:  

Data insidente:  Oras akontese insidente:  

Itabot hare insidente ne’e ho matan rasik?  Los   Lae (Se Lae, sé mak dehan ba ita?) 

      

Partidu/kandidatu balun envolve iha insidente ne’e?  Lae  Los (Se los, temi iha kuadru tuir mai) 

Kandidatu Presidente: 

 

Seguransa voluntária husi partidu:  

Militante/Simpatizante husi partidu:  

Natureza/karákter insidente:   Violénsia/krime  Seluk ________________________ 

Deskrisaunn insidente (kronolojia): 
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Ema ne’ebe foti medida ba aksaun refere ou sira ne’ebe envolve atu resolve situasaun refere: 

 PNTL   Lia-Na’in   Xefi Suco   Comissário/a CNE 

 Líder polítiku  Seluk (Hakerek iha kuardru okos) 

    

Estatutu insidente:  Konfirmadu   Iha prosesu investigasaun 

Konkluzaun saida mak sira foti konaba insidente refere? (Hakerek iha kuadru tuir mai) 

 

Instrusaun ba monitor kampaña!  

Halo  favor informa kedas insidente ne’e ba Assistente ou Koordenador Diocese. Bele mós ba 

sekretariadu nasional. 

Data relata ba Assistente/Koordenador Diocese ou Sekretariadu:  

 

 

Assinatura observadór 
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Checklist (OPENING, VOTING, CLOSING, COUNTING) 

 

CONFERÊNCIA EPISCOPAL TIMORENSE 
COMISSÃO NACIONAL JUSTIÇA, PAZ E INTEGRIDADE DA CRIAÇÃO 

              OBSERVATÓRIO DA IGREJA PARA OS ASSUNTOS SOCIAIS (OIPAS) 

Direcão: Rua 12 De Novembro, Balide, Díli, Timor Leste 

No. Contacto : 7713-8196 /7705-7184/77233084, email: jpictimorleste.@gmail.com/joao.oipas@gmail.com 

Secretariado Nacional de Observatório da Igreja para os Assuntos Sociais – Casa São Domingos Sávio, Vila Verde 

 

CHECKLIST PROCESSO LOKE VOTASAUN/OPENING PROCESS CHECKLIST 

 

Naran Observador: __________________________________________________ Feto         Mane  

 

Município: ____________________   Posto Administrativo: __________________ Suco: ______________  

 

Naran Sentru Votasaun: __________________________ Número Estasaun Votu: ___________________ 

 

Oras Observa:           Oras hahú ______________                                         Oras remata ______________  

 

Prezidente meza nia naran kompletu: _______________________________________________________ 

 

 

Fatin sentru votasun no estasaun votu, prezensa seguransa 

      

1 Sentru votasaun ne’e loke iha fatin nebe fo sai iha lista ne’ebe hasai husi  Los   Lae   

 STAE?     

      

2 Estasaun votu hira mak iha sentru votasaun ne’e nia laran?  

      

3 Ita bot hare propaganda material iha sentru votasaun liur no laran? Los   Lae   

      

4 Iha sentru votasaun ita bot hare PNTL ho distánsia metru 25 Los   Lae   

 husi sentru votasaun?     
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  5 

 

Sentru votasaun no estasaun votu ne’e fasilita asesu ba emar sira ho 

problema fíziku (difisiente)?                      

 

 Los       

 

 

    

 

     Lae  

 Se Lae, esplika razaun  __________________________________________________________ 

 

 

   

Prezensa fiskais kandidatu/partidu no observador sira 

      

6 Iha fiskais kandidatu/partidu marka presenza iha estasaun votu?       Los   Lae   

      

 Se Los, fiskais kandidatu/partidu husi ne’ebe? _____________________     

      

      

7 Iha observador nasional ka internasional (exeptu OIPAS) marka 

prezensa iha estasaun votu? 

Los   Lae   

      

 Se Los, reprezentante organizasaun husi ne’ebe? _________________     

      

  

      

Total numeru material eleisaun sufisienti iha estasaun votu wainhira loke estasaun votu 

      

8 Ofisiais estasaun votu simu total númeru material ne’ebe kompletu? Los   Lae   

      

 Se Lae, material saida maka la kompletu no asaun saida maka prezidente halo? 

 _____________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________ 

 

   

9 Buletin votu hira maka sekretáriu estasaun votu simu? _____________  

      

10 Sekretáriu estasaun votu hakerek total númeru buletin ne’ebe simu  Los   Lae   

 iha akta?     
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11 Sekretáriu estasaun votu hatudu ba fiskais kandidatu/partidu no  Los   Lae   

 Observador sira katak kaixa mamuk?     

      

12 Sekretáriu estasaun votu hakerek númeru segel iha akta? Los   Lae   

      

13 Sekretáriu hatudu númeru seri segel ba fiskais kandidatu/partidu no Los   Lae   

 observador sira?     

      

14 Kaixa ne’e xafi fali depois sekretáriu hatudu katak kaixa mamuk? Los   Lae   

  

  

Oras loke estasaun votu 

      

15 Estasaun votu ne’e loke tuku 07:00 dadersan? Los   Lae   

      

 Se Lae, estasaun votu ne’e loke tuku hira? ___________________  

      

 Razaun saida maka Sekretáriu fo konaba estasaun votu ne’ebe loke la tuir oras? 

 _____________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________

_____________________________________________________________________________  

 

      

Hahú vota 

      

16 Tuku hira maka votante dahuluk tama ba estasaun votu no fo ninia vota? __________________ 

      

Favor hakerek observasaun seluk 

 

 

 

Assinatura Observador  
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CONFERÊNCIA EPISCOPAL TIMORENSE 
COMISSÃO NACIONAL JUSTIÇA, PAZ E INTEGRIDADE DA CRIAÇÃO 

              OBSERVATÓRIO DA IGREJA PARA OS ASSUNTOS SOCIAIS (OIPAS) 

Direcão: Rua 12 De Novembro, Balide, Díli, Timor Leste 

No. Contacto : 7713-8196 /7705-7184/77233084, email: jpictimorleste.@gmail.com/joao.oipas@gmail.com 

Secretariado Nacional de Observatório da Igreja para os Assuntos Sociais – Casa São Domingos Sávio, Vila Verde 

 

CHECKLIST PROCESSO VOTASAUN/VOTING PROCESS CHECKLIST 

 

Naran Observador: __________________________________________________ Feto         Mane  

 

Município: ____________________   Posto Administrativo: __________________ Suco: ______________  

 

Naran Sentru Votasaun: __________________________ Número Estasaun Votu: ___________________ 

 

Oras Observa:           Oras hahú ______________                                         Oras remata ______________  

 

Prezidente meza nia naran kompletu: _____________________________________________________ __ 

 

 

Prezensa ofisiais eleitoral, fiskais kandidatu/partidu no observador sira 

      

1 Ofisiais eleitoral nain sanulu resin ida (11) marka prezensa ona iha estasuan 

votu?         

Los   Lae   

      

 Se Lae, ofisiais ne’ebe maka seidauk marka nia prezensa? Favor cek.        

      

  Sekretáriu   Kontrolador Forma/liña   Kontrolador Forma/liña   Verifikador Identifikasun  

  

  Verifikador Identifikasun          Verifikador Identifikasun          Verifikador Identifikasun  

  

  Kontrolador Buletin Votu          Kontrolador Kaixa                   Kontrolador Aplikasaun Tinta                                            
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2 Iha fiskais kandidatu/partidu marka prezensa iha estasaun votu?       Los   Lae   

      

 Se Los, fiskais kandidatu/partidu husi ne’ebe?     

      

  

      

3 Iha observador nasional ka internasional (exeptu OIPAS) marka prezensa iha  Los   Lae   

 estasaun votu?     

      

 Se Los, representante organizasaun husi ne’ebe?     

      

  

      

Votasaun 

      

4 Ita bot hare propaganda material iha estasaun votu laran? Los   Lae   

      

5 Verifikador Identifikasaun cek liman fuan votante iha tinta? Los   Lae   

      

6 Verifikador Identifikasaun cek kartaun eleitoral votante indika Los   Lae   

 Iha suku ne’ebe nia atu vota?     

      

7 Verifikador Identifikasaun cek no marka identidade votante husi kartaun 

eleitoral ka pasaporte iha lista votantes?            

Los   Lae   

      

      

8 Kontrolador Buletin Votu tau karimbu ona buletin votu?  Los   Lae   

      

      

      

9 Kontrolador buletin votu asina ona buletin votu kotuk molok entrega ba?                   Los         Lae   
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         votante 

 

 

 

Assinatura observador 

 

  

      

10 Votantes marka buletin votu ho segredu iha kabina votu?                                                Los         Lae   

      

11 Kontrolador kaixa asegura buletin votu ida deit maka hatama iha kaixa laran?            Los          Lae   

      

      

12 Kontrolador kaixa asegura votante hatama kutila (ujung jari) ba tinta?                           Los          Lae   

      

      

Inspeksaun kabina votu no ajuda ba ema defisiente  

      

13 Ita bot hare Sekretáriu halo inspeksaun ba kabina votu ne’e mos husi                              Los         Lae  

 material kampanha, surat tahan kampanha ne’ebe votante husik hela iha kabina      

 votu?     

      

14 Ita bot hare ema defisienti hetan ona ajuda?                                                                       Los         Lae  

      

15     Ita bot hare ema difisenti bele vota ho normal hanesan votante seluk?                              Los         Lae  

 

Se Lae, oinsa sira vota?_____________________________________________ 

      

16 Votante sira sei forma nafatin iha liña depois tuku 03:00 lorokarik?                                   Los          Lae  

      

Favor hakerek observasaun seluk. 
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CONFERÊNCIA EPISCOPAL TIMORENSE 
COMISSÃO NACIONAL JUSTIÇA, PAZ E INTEGRIDADE DA CRIAÇÃO 

              OBSERVATÓRIO DA IGREJA PARA OS ASSUNTOS SOCIAIS (OIPAS) 

Direcão: Rua 12 De Novembro, Balide, Díli, Timor Leste 
No. Contacto : 7713-8196 /7705-7184/77233084, email: jpictimorleste.@gmail.com/joao.oipas@gmail.com 

Secretariado Nacional de Observatório da Igreja para os Assuntos Sociais – Casa São Domingos Sávio, Vila Verde 

 

CHECKLIST PROCESSO TAKA VOTASAUN/CLOSING PROCESS CHECKLIST 

 

 

Naran Observador: __________________________________________________ Feto         Mane  

 

Município: ____________________   Posto Administrativo: __________________ Suco: ______________  

 

Naran Sentru Votasaun: __________________________ Número Estasaun Votu: ___________________  

 

Oras Observa:           Oras hahú ______________                                         Oras remata ______________  

 

Prezidente meza nia naran kompletu: _______________________________________________________ 

 
 

 

Prezensa fiskais kandidatu/partidu no observador sira  

      

1 Iha fiskais kandidatu/partidu prezensa iha estasaun votu?                                  Los            Lae  

      

 Se Los, fiskais kandidatura husi ne’ebe? ____________________________________________  

      

2 Observador nasional ka internasional (exeptu OIPAS) prezensa iha                  Los            Lae  

 estasaun votu?     

      

 Se Los, representante organizasaun husi ne’ebe? _______________________________________ 
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Taka votasaun 

      

3 Estasaun votu taka tuku 03:00 lorokraik?                                                               Los          Lae  

      

 Se Lae, estasaun votu ne’e taka tuku hira? _____________________________________________ 

      

 Razaun saida maka prezidente fo konaba estasaun votu ne’ebe taka la tuir oras? 

      

  

      

4 Sekretáriu konta buletin votu ne’ebe la uja? Los   Lae   

      

5 Sekretáriu tau karimbu ”LA UJA” ba buletin votus la uja? Los   Lae   

      

6  Sekretáriu hakerek total númeru buletin votu la uja iha akta? Los   Lae   

      

 Buletin votus la uja ne’e hira?  

      

7 Sekretáriu hatama buletin votus la uja ba envelope ”Buletin Votus La  Los   Lae   

 Uja”?     

      

8 Prezidente estasaun votu le’e maka’as ona númeru segel kaixa? Los   Lae   

      

9 Sekretáriu hakerek ona total númeru eleitor iha akta? Los   Lae   

 

Favor hakerek observasaun seluk 

 

Assinatura observador 
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CONFERÊNCIA EPISCOPAL TIMORENSE 
COMISSÃO NACIONAL JUSTIÇA, PAZ E INTEGRIDADE DA CRIAÇÃO 

              OBSERVATÓRIO DA IGREJA PARA OS ASSUNTOS SOCIAIS (OIPAS) 

Direcão: Rua 12 De Novembro, Balide, Díli, Timor Leste 
No. Contacto : 7713-8196 /7705-7184/77233084, email: jpictimorleste.@gmail.com/joao.oipas@gmail.com 

Secretariado Nacional de Observatório da Igreja para os Assuntos Sociais – Casa São Domingos Sávio, Vila Verde 

 

CHECKLIST PROCESSO KONTAJEN/COUNTING PROCESS CHECKLIST 

 

Naran Observador: __________________________________________________ Feto         Mane  

 

Município: ____________________   Posto Administrativo: __________________ Suco: ______________  

 

Naran Sentru Votasaun: __________________________ Número Estasaun Votu: ___________________ 

 

Oras Observa:           Oras hahú ______________                                         Oras remata ______________  

 

Brigada sentru votasaun nia naran kompletu: _________________________________________________ 

 
 

 

Prezensa ofisiais eleitoral, fiskais kandidatu/partidu no observador sira 

      

1 Iha fiskais kandidatu/partidu marka prezensa iha estasaun votu? Los   Lae   

      

 Se Los, fiskais kandidatu/partidu husi ne’ebe?     

  

      

2 Iha observador nasional ka internasional (exeptu OIPAS) marka 

prezensa iha estasaun votu?  

Los   Lae   

      

 Se Los, representante organisazaun husi ne’ebe?     
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3 Prezidente hatudu númeru seri segel depois loke kaixa buletin votus? Los   Lae   

      

4 Prezidente verifika tuir marka karimbu no asinatura iha buletin votu nia Los   Lae   

 kotuk?     

      

5 Prezidente le’e sai no hatudu kada votu validu, votu nulu, votu   Los   Lae   

 branku ba fiskaiz no observador?     

      

6 Fiskais protesta votu? Los   Lae   

      

 Se Los, rezolve oinsa? 

  

      

7 Protesta votu ne’e la rezolve? Los   Lae   

      

 Saida maka prezidente halo? 

  

      

8 Prezidente hakerek total boletim votu iha akta? 

      

 votus BRANKU ne’e hira?   votus NULU ne’e hira?  

      

      

 votus KANSELADU hira?    votus REKLAMADU   

    hira?  

 

      

9 Prezidente hatama votus branku ba envelope “Votus Branku” no taka  Los   Lae   

 envelope?     

      

10 Prezidente hatama votus nulu ba envelope “Votus Nulu” no taka Los   Lae   
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 envelope?     

      

11 Prezidente hatama votus reklamadu ba envelope “Votus Reklamadu”  Los   Lae   

 no taka envelope?     

      

12 Prezidente hatama votus kanseladu ba envelope “Votus Kanseladu”  Los   Lae   

 no taka envelope?     

      

Kontajen ba votus validu 

      

13 Prezidente le’e sai votus validu? Los   Lae   

      

14 Ofisiais eleitoral hakerek kontajen iha kuadru tuir kandidatu/partidu ida-

idak? 

Los   Lae   

      

15 Observador sira no fiskais sira hare klaru númeru ne’ebe iha kuadru? Los   Lae   

      

16 Prezidente hakerek total votus iha akta tuir kandidatu/partidu ida-idak 

husi kuadru? 

Los   Lae   

      

17 Prezidente hatama votus validu ba envelope “Votus Validu” no taka Los   Lae   

 envelope?     

      

18 Prezidente hakerek total votus validu ne’e hira?  

      

19 Fiskaiz kandidatu/partidu sira asina akta rezultadu kontajen? Los   Lae   

      

Depois kontajen 

      

20 Ofisais eleitoral sai husi sentru votasaun ba apuramentu distrital tuku         ___________________ 

 hira?     
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21 Fiskais ba hamutuk ofisiais eleitoral ba apuramentu distrital? Los   Lae   

      

 Se Los, fiskais kandidatu/partidu husi ne’ebe? 

      

  

      

22 Ita bot (observador OIPAS) ba hamutuk ofisiais eleitoral ba apuramentu Los   Lae   

 distrital?     

      

 Se Lae, favor hakerek nia razaun.     

      

  

      

 

Observasaun seluk 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Assinatura observador 
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Tally Sheet (OPENING, VOTING, CLOSING, COUNTING) 
 

CONFERÊNCIA EPISCOPAL TIMORENSE 
COMISSÃO NACIONAL JUSTIÇA, PAZ E INTEGRIDADE DA CRIAÇÃO 

OBSERVATÓRIO DA IGREJA PARA OS ASSUNTOS SOCIAIS (OIPAS) 

Direcão: Rua 12 De Novembro, Balide, Díli, Timor Leste 

No. Contacto : 7713-8196 /7705-7184/77233084, email: jpictimorleste.@gmail.com/joao.oipas@gmail.com 

Secretariado Nacional de Observatório da Igreja para os Assuntos Sociais – Casa São Domingos Sávio, Vila Verde 

 

TALLY SHEET PROCESSO LOKE VOTASAUN/OPENING PROCESS TALLY SHEET 

 

Naran Koordenador Diocese/Koordenador Municipio : _________________________________________  

Postu/ Diocese : _________________________________ Data: _______________ Oras: ____________ 

 

Total Númeru Sentru Votasaun Relatorio Iha Ne’e: ___________________________________________ 

 

Perguntas Husi Cheklist LOKE Votasaun 
Total Númeru 

LOS 

 Total Númeru 

LAE 

 Porsentu 

LOS 

       

Fatin sentru votasun no estasaun votu, prezensa seguransa 

       

1 Sentru votasaun ne’e loke iha fatin ne’ebe fo sai 

iha lista ne’ebe hasai husi STAE? 

     

       

3 Ita bot hare propaganda material iha sentru 

votasaun liur no laran? 

     

       

4 Iha sentruvotasaun ita bot hare PNTL ho 

distansia metru 25 husi sentru votasaun? 

     

       

5 Sentru votasaun no estasaun votu ne’e fasilita 

asesu ba emar sira ho problema fíziku 

(difisiente)? 
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Prezensa fiskais kandidatu/partidu no observador sira 

       

6 Iha fiskais kandidatu/partidu marka prezensa iha 

estasaun votu? 

     

       

7 Iha observador nasional ka internasional (exeptu 

OIPAS) marka prezensa iha estasaun votu? 

     

       

Total númeru material eleisaun sufisienti iha estasaun votu wainhira loke estasaun votu 

       

8 Ofisiais estasaun votu simu total númeru 

material ne’ebe kompletu? 

     

       

10 Sekretáriu estasaun votu hakerek total númeru 

buletin ne’ebe simu iha akta? 

     

       

11 Sekretáriu hatudu ba  fiskaiskandidatu/partidu no 

observador sira katakkaixa mamuk? 

 

     

       

 

12 

 

Sekretáriu hakerek númeruseri segel iha akta? 

 

     

       

13 Sekretáriu hatudu númeru seri segel ba fiskais 

kandidatu/partidu no observador sira? 

     

       

14 Kaixa ne’e xavi fali depois sekretariu hatudu 

katak kaixa mamuk? 

     

       

 Oras loke estasaun votu      

15 Estasaun votu ne’e loke tuku 07:00 dadersan? 
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CONFERÊNCIA EPISCOPAL TIMORENSE 
COMISSÃO NACIONAL JUSTIÇA, PAZ E INTEGRIDADE DA CRIAÇÃO 

              OBSERVATÓRIO DA IGREJA PARA OS ASSUNTOS SOCIAIS (OIPAS) 

Direcão: Rua 12 De Novembro, Balide, Díli, Timor Leste 

No. Contacto : 7713-8196 /7705-7184/77233084, email: jpictimorleste.@gmail.com/joao.oipas@gmail.com 

Secretariado Nacional de Observatório da Igreja para os Assuntos Sociais – Casa São Domingos Sávio, Vila Verde 

 

TALLY SHEET PROCESSO VOTASAUN/VOTING PROCESS TALLY SHEET 

 

Naran Koordenador Diocese/Koordenador Municipio : _________________________________________  

Postu/ Diocese : _________________________________ Data: _______________ Oras: ____________ 

 

Total Númeru Estasaun Votu  Relatório Iha Ne’e: ____________________________________________ 

 

 

Preguntas Husi Cheklist VOTASAUN 
Total Númeru 

LOS 

 Total 

NúmeruLAE 

 Porsentu 

LOS 

  

 

     

Prezensa ofisiais eleitoral, fiskais kandidatu/partidu no observador sira 

       

1 Ofisiais eleitoral nain 11marka prezensa ona iha 

estasaun votu?         

     

       

2 Iha fiskais kandidatu/partidu marka prezensa iha 

estasaun votu?       

     

       

3 Iha observador nasional ka internasional (exeptu 

OIPAS) marka prezensa iha estasaun votu? 

     

       

Votasaun 

       

4 Ita bot hare propaganda material iha estasaun 

votu laran? 
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5 Verifikador Identifikasaun revee/cek liman fuan 

votante iha tinta? 

 

 

 

    

       

6 Verifikador Identifikasaun cek kartaun 

eleitoralvotante ka pasaporte votante indika iha 

suku ne’ebe nia atu vota? 

     

       

7 Verifikador Identifikasaun cek no marka 

identidade votante husikartaun eleitoral ka 

pasaporte iha lista votantes? 

     

       

8 Kontrolador buletin votu karimbu ona buletin? 

votu? 

 

 

 

    

       

9 Kontrolador Buletin Votu asina ona buletin votu 

Kotuk molok enterga ba votante 

 

 

 

    

  

 

     

10 Votante marka buletin votu ho segredu iha? 

kabina votu? 

 

 

 

    

 

       

11 Kontrolador Kaixa asegura buletin votu ida deit 

maka hatama iha kaixa laran? 

 

 

 

    

       

12 Kontrolador Kaixa asegura votante hatama 

kutila (ujung jari) ba tinta?  
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Inspeksaun kabina votu no ajuda ba ema defisienti no analfabeto (la hatene le’e no hakerek) 

       

13 Ita bot hare sekretario halo inspeksaun ba 

kabina votu ne’e mos husi material kampanha, 

surat tahan kampanha ne’ebe votante husik hela 

iha kabina votu? 

     

       

14 Ita bot hare ema defisienti hetan ona ajuda?  

 

 

    

       

15 Iha bot hare ema defisiente vota ho normal 

hanesann votante seluk? 

 

 

 

 

    

       

16 Votante sira sei forma nafatin iha liña depois 

tuku 03:00 lorokarik? 

 

 

 

    

       

 

Favor hakerek informasaun seluk. 
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CONFERÊNCIA EPISCOPAL TIMORENSE 
COMISSÃO NACIONAL JUSTIÇA, PAZ E INTEGRIDADE DA CRIAÇÃO 

OBSERVATÓRIO DA IGREJA PARA OS ASSUNTOS SOCIAIS (OIPAS) 

Direcão: Rua 12 De Novembro, Balide, Díli, Timor Leste 

No. Contacto : 7713-8196 /7705-7184/77233084, email: jpictimorleste.@gmail.com/joao.oipas@gmail.com 

Secretariado Nacional de Observatório da Igreja para os Assuntos Sociais – Casa São Domingos Sávio, Vila Verde 

 

TALLY SHEET PROCESSO TAKA VOTASAUN/CLOSING PROCESS TALLY SHEET 
 

 
Naran Koordenador Diocese/Koordenador Municipio : _________________________________________ 

Postu/ Diocese : _________________________________ Data: _______________ Oras: ____________  

 

Total Númeru Estasaun Votu  Relatório Iha Ne’e: ____________________________________________  

 

Perguntas Husi Cheklist TAKA Votasaun 
Total Númeru 

LOS 

 Total Númeru 

LAE 

 Porsentu 

LOS 

 

Prezensa fiskais kandidatu/partidu no observador sira 

       

1 Iha fiskais kandidatu/partidu marka prezensa iha 

estasaun votu?       

     

       

2 Observador nasional ka internasional (exeptu 

OIPAS) prezensa iha estasaun votu? 

     

       

Taka votasaun 

       

3 Estasaun votu taka tuku 03:00 lorokraik? 

 

     

       

4 Sekretáriu konta buletin votu ne’ebe la uja? 
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5 Sekretáriu tau karimbu ”LA UJA” ba buletin 

votus la uja? 

     

       

6  Sekretáriu hakerek total númeru buletin votu la 

uja iha akta? 

     

       

7 Sekrteraio hatama buletin votus la uja ba 

envelope ”Buletin Votus La Uja”? 

     

       

       

8 Sekretáriu estasaun votu le’e maka’as ona 

númeru segel kaixa? 

     

       

9 Sekretáriu hakerek ona total númeru eleitor iha 

akta? 

     

 

Favor hakerek informasuan seluk 
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CONFERÊNCIA EPISCOPAL TIMORENSE 
COMISSÃO NACIONAL JUSTIÇA, PAZ E INTEGRIDADE DA CRIAÇÃO 

OBSERVATÓRIO DA IGREJA PARA OS ASSUNTOS SOCIAIS (OIPAS) 

Direcão: Rua 12 De Novembro, Balide, Díli, Timor Leste 

No. Contacto : 7713-8196 /7705-7184/77233084, email: jpictimorleste.@gmail.com/joao.oipas@gmail.com 

Secretariado Nacional de Observatório da Igreja para os Assuntos Sociais – Casa São Domingos Sávio, Vila Verde 

 

TALLY SHEET PROCESSO KONTAJEN/COUNTING PROCESS TALLY SHEET 

 

Naran Koordenador Diocese/Koordenador Municipio : __________________________________________  

Postu/ Diocese : _________________________________ Data: _______________ Oras: ____________ 

 

Total Númeru Estasaun Votu  Relatório Iha Ne’e: ____________________________________________ 

 

Perguntas Husi Cheklist KONTAJEN Votu 
Total Númeru 

LOS 

 Total Númeru 

LAE 

 Porsentu 

LOS 

 

 

Prezensa ofisiais eleitoral, fiskais kandidatu/partidu no observador sira 

 

1 Iha fiskais kandidatu/partidu marka prezensa iha 

estasaun votu? 

     

       

2 Iha observador nasional ka internasional (exeptu 

OIPAS) prezensa iha estasaun votu? 

     

       

3 Prezidente hatudu numeru seri segel depois loke 

kaixa buletin votus? 

     

       

4 Prezidente verifika tuir marka karimbu no 

asinatura iha buletin votu nia kotuk? 

     

       

5 Prezidente le’e sai no hatudu kada votu validu, 

votu nulu, votu  branku, ba fiskaiz no 

observador? 
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6 Fiskais protestu votu? 

 

     

       

7 Protestu votu ne’e la rezolve?      

       

       

9 Prezidente hatama votus branku ba envelope 

“Votus Branku” no taka envelope? 

     

       

10 Prezidente hatama votus nulu ba envelope 

“Votus Nulu” no taka envelope? 

     

       

11 Prezidente hatama votus reklamadu ba 

envelope “Votus Reklamadu” no taka 

envelope? 

     

       

12 Prezidente hatama votus kanseladu ba 

envelope “Votus Kanseladu” no taka 

envelope? 

     

       

 

Kontajen ba votus validu 

       

13 Prezidente le’e sai votus validu? 

 

     

       

14 Ofisiais eleitoral hakerek kontajen iha kuadru tuir 

kandidatu/partidu ida-idak? 

     

       

15 Observador sira no fiskais kandidatu/partidu sira 

hare klaru númeru ne’ebe iha kuadru? 

     

       

16 Prezidente hakerek total votus iha akta tuir 

kandidatu/partidu ida-idak husi kuadru? 
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17 Prezidente hatama votus validu ba envelope 

“Votus Validu” no taka envelope? 

     

 

Depois kontajen 

 

 

       

19 Fiskaiz kandidatu/partidu sira asina akta 

rezultadu kontajen? 

     

  

 

     

21 Fiskais ba hamutuk ofisiais eleitoral ba 

apuramentu distrital? 

 

     

       

22 Observador OIPAS ba hamutuk ofisiais eleitoral 

ba apuramentu distrital? 
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Preliminary Declaration on First Round Presidential Election  

 

CONFERÊNCIA EPISCOPAL TIMORENSE 

COMISSÃO NACIONAL JUSTIÇA, PAZ E INTEGRIDADE DA CRIAÇÃO 
OBSERVATÓRIO DA IGREJA PARA OS ASSUNTOS SOCIAIS (OIPAS) 

Direcão: Rua 12 De Novembro, Balide, Díli, Timor Leste 

No. Contacto : 7713-8196 /7705-7184/77233084, email: jpictimorleste.@gmail.com/joao.oipas@gmail.com 

Secretariado Nacional de Observatório da Igreja para os Assuntos Sociais – Casa São Domingos Sávio, Vila Verde 

 

JPIC-OIPAS PRELIMINARY DECLARATION ON THE FIRST ROUND 

PRESIDENTIAL ELECTION, 19TH MARHCH 2022 

 

19th March 2022 

Dili, Timor Leste 

 

Firstl of all, JPIC-OIPAS would like to congratulate the people of Timor-Leste who have 

exercised their right to vote on 19th March 2022 as a concrete act in the process of nation 

building. We thank also to the electoral authorities of STAE and CNE that have manifested 

their roles outstandingly amid the limited time for preparation. We would like to thank 

PNTL who guaranteed the stability during the campaign as well as election day. 

Based on the 25 long term observers (LTO) and 375 short time observers (STO) deployed 

for observation of election identified that the campaign activities were conducted very 

successfully without major issues though some incidents registered happened like in 

Baucau on 6th and 12th March 2022. JPIC-OIPAS long term observers registered that some 

political leaders caused unethical word and insulting their political adversaries during the 

period of campaign who left negative precedence to the electors to continue vengeance and 

retaliation in the future. There was still high rate of involving children during campaign 

that may put the children at risk without any serious intervention from CNE on this issue.  

On the first-round election of 19th March 2022, JPIC0-OIPAS observers notified that the 

electoral process took place very smoothly in a transparent, reliable, and fair election. The 

brigade of election did their roles well though there were some infractions caused in few 

places.  
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The observers identified that the elector at some parallel voting centers in Dili could not 

enable many the voters to cast their votes due to failures happened at the village level as 

well as from STAE itself. Therefore, JPIC-OIPAS address the STAE to improve the parallel 

voting mechanisms in tackling the issue for the forthcoming second round election and in 

the future to come.  

JPIC-OIPAS observed that most of voting centers in the territory were not providing 

accessibility to the electors of having disabilities who use wheelchairs as well as no ballots 

with braille for disability of eyes. Thus, we recommend to STAE to go extra mile in 

providing appropriate voting centers accessible to people with disabilities including the 

issuance of ballots accordingly in the future. 

JPIC-OIPAS observers identified that all the supervisors or candidate agents undertook 

their roles and responsibility outstandingly well. This achievement would certainly 

improve the development of democracy in Timor-Leste.  

Lastly, JPIC-OIPAS would like to congratulate again of the Timorese people who have 

successfully exercised their right to vote in the first-round presidential election on 19th 

March 2022.  

Assuring that there would be second round election and hence JPIC-OIPAS would finalize 

the report by end of May 2022.  

The observers of JPIC-OIPAS had undertaken their roles excellently because of the 

maximum support from the American people through USAID intermediated by the 

International Republican Institute (IRI).  

 

Joao Manuel Belo 

JPIC-OIPAS 
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Preliminary Declaration on Second Round Presidential Election  

 

CONFERÊNCIA EPISCOPAL TIMORENSE 

COMISSÃO NACIONAL JUSTIÇA, PAZ E INTEGRIDADE DA CRIAÇÃO 
OBSERVATÓRIO DA IGREJA PARA OS ASSUNTOS SOCIAIS (OIPAS) 

Direcão: Rua 12 De Novembro, Balide, Díli, Timor Leste 

No. Contacto : 7713-8196 /7705-7184/77233084, email: jpictimorleste.@gmail.com/joao.oipas@gmail.com 

Secretariado Nacional de Observatório da Igreja para os Assuntos Sociais – Casa São Domingos Sávio, Vila Verde 

 

JPIC-OIPAS PRELIMINARY DECLARATION ON THE SECOND ROUND 

PRESIDENTIAL ELECTION, 19TH APRIL 2022 

 

20th April 2022 

Dili, Timor Leste 

On this occasion, JPIC-OIPAS would like to publish the preliminary declaration on the 

second-round presidential election 19th April 2022 as follows: 

 

The people of Timor-Leste once again went the exercise their rights to vote in the second-

round election on 19th April 2022. Therefore, JPIC-OIPAS would like to congratulate the 

people of Timor-Leste who untiringly casting their votes at the voting center across the 

territory. These people deserved high appreciation because they already had sufficient 

knowledge and awareness to participate in the nation building process. We would like to 

congratulate electoral management authorities such as STAE and CNE that had 

successfully undertaken their roles within a very limited stipulated time. We would like to 

thank PNTL officers who had enforced laws and maintained stability during the process of 

campaign and on election day of both rounds.  

JPCI-OIPAS retained 25 long term observers (LTO) and 375 short term observers (STO) for 

monitoring the election. The observers notified that the campaign was going on very 

peacefully. Even though, there were still some insults among the political adversaries either 

by presidential candidates or success team of the candidates.  Some candidates did not 

practice the timeline and schedule for the campaign due to different reasons however 

authorized by the CNE. The law enforcement officers (PNTL) maintained their 

professionalism in guaranteeing the stability of situation to enable the citizens 

participating in the development process of democracy. 
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JPIC-OIPAS considering that there was minimum participation of electors during the 

second-round election and hence request to CNE for intensifying civic education for elector 

both in the territory or abroad. The civic education program must be periodically done to 

the citizens. We realized that the maximum total amount of funds for campaign of the 

campaign was concealed to the public along the series of elections. Therefore, we request 

to CNE regularizing the funds for political campaign including source of funds for the 

candidates. 

Identifying that many electors queuing up on the long line to cast their votes but eventually 

their names were not registered on list of electors of STAE. Additional registration of 

electors is necessary for the participation rate in the election. Knowing also that many 

electors did not return to their respective municipalities and villages to cast their votes due 

financial constraints and other reasons. Though, the government facilitated vehicles to 

transport the voters to their municipalities, JPIC-OIPAS would like to request to STAE to 

raise innovative and relevant mechanisms in relation to the electoral registration process 

to register the electors according to their actual residential address.   In reference to this 

issue, we request that data base update of the electors must not be solely registered on the 

additional list based on their village, admin posts and municipalities, but collaborate with 

the community leaders (village and sub-village chiefs) for identifying the electors at least a 

year prior to the elections. In this type of data base update, STAE may issue a duplicate 

card (might be a blank paper) that the elector may use to exercise their right to vote during 

election. This mechanism may increase the participate rate of electors in the election. 

Considering in the first-round election that inpatient electors and their accompanying 

family members lost their right to vote. Thus, we recommend to the STAE to create 

mechanism to address this issue and make some legal amendment if possible. For this, we 

suggest providing appropriate forms approved by STAE for distribution of hospital 

administrator for the use of registration of inpatients and accompanying family members. 

The electors are eligible to vote at mobile voting centers after approval from the hospital 

administrator. 

Put into consideration that many people with disabilities were finding difficulties in 

accessing to the voting centers due to lack of accessibility. STAE itself also has not identified 

number of electors having disabilities to vote at voting centers and hence identification of 

electors of people with disabilities is crucial in the process of updating data base to 

providing accessibility at least one at each administrative post voting centers accordingly.  

Recommend alto to the SATE to create ballots in braille to facilitates the electors having 

disabilities of vision and prior identification is necessary for localization.  
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On 19th April 2022 second-round election, JPIC-OIPAS observers identified that the 

electoral process going on very well, transparent, reliable, and fair. The election brigade 

carried out their roles professionally though some infraction occurred in certain places. 

JPIC-OIPAS recommend to STAE to prevent the repetition of the same incidents happened 

at voting centers like in Ossohuna, Baguia administrative post in Baucau municipality 

where the brigade brought stamp for parliamentary elections 2018. This issue is considered 

fatal upon election.  

On the other hand, CNE observers and supervisors of each presidential candidate also did 

their task outstandingly well in all voting centers that JPIC-OIPAS accessed to. This is a 

positive thing to be sustained in the development of democracy system in Timor-Leste. 

Finally, JPIC-OIPAS would like to congratulate the Timorese citizens who had exercised 

their rights to vote during the second-round presidential election on 19th April 2022. 

JPIC-OIPAS observers did their task well because of the maximum support from the 

American people through USAID in cooperation with International Republican Institute 

(IRI). 

 

         Approved by,      Authored by, 

 Executive Director JPIC-TL     Program Coordinator OIPAS 

 

 

Pe. Júlio Crispim Ximenes Belo    João Manuel Belo 

 

 

 


